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Summary
Evidence of at least four phases of activity, dating to the Early Mesolithic, Middle Neolithic, Middle Bronze Age and medieval periods was recorded at the site at Drumbaun.
The Early Mesolithic phase was indicated by the recovery of a single flint blade. A small
group of pits associated with a hearth was dated to the Neolithic Period. Flint knapping
had taken place at the hearth-side. Two Middle Bronze Age structures situated side by
side were located at the south-eastern edge of the site. At least three groups of pits, located
in the central area of the site were dated to the medieval period. One of the groups of pits
was associated with iron-smithing. A series of late/post medieval field boundaries enclosed
the area of the excavation and extended beyond it.
Road project name
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E no.
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Scope of the project

Eachtra Archaeological Projects were commissioned by Laois County Council and the
National Roads Authority to undertake archaeological works along 17.1 km (Contact
1) of the 35km N7 Castletown to Nenagh (Derrinsallagh to Ballintotty) national road
scheme (EIS approved in November 2005). The scheme runs from the eastern junction
of the present N7 Nenagh Bypass, North Tipperary a tie in to the M7/M8 PortlaoiseCastletown scheme to the south of Borris-in-Ossory in County Laois. The scheme is approximately 191 hectares. Contract 1 comprises the western half of the scheme and runs
from Clashnevin to Castleroan passing along the Tipperary North and Offaly county
border regions. The Ministers Direction Number is A38.
It was funded by the Irish Government under the National Development Plan 20002006. The total archaeological cost was administered by the National Roads Authority
through Laois County Council as part of the Authority’s commitment to protecting our
cultural heritage. The purpose of the archaeological services project was to conduct archaeological site investigations within the lands made available for the scheme and to
assess the nature and extent of any new potential archaeological sites uncovered.
Phase 1 of the project (archaeological testing of the route) was carried out in 2007
under licence E3371, E3372 and E3375-8 issued by Department of the Environment Heritage and Local Government (DoEHLG) in consultation with the National Museum
of Ireland. The principal aim of this phase of the project was to test for any previously
unknown sites by a programme of centreline and offset testing and to test sites of archaeological potential identified in the EIS.
Phase 2 of the project (resolution) involved the resolution of all archaeological sites
identified within the proposed road corridor prior to commencement of the construction
of the road. This phase of the project was carried out from June 2007 to February 2008
and excavations were conducted under the management of a Senior Archaeologist. A total
of 27 sites were excavated during this phase of works under separate licences issued by
DoEHLG.
A post-excavation assessment and strategy document was prepared in Phase 3 of the
project to present a management strategy for dealing with post-excavation work arising from archaeological works along the route of the new N7 Castletown to Nenagh. It
included a proposal for post-excavation and archiving work and a budget for the works.
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Route location

The route of the N7 Castletown to Nenagh road is located in Counties North Tipperary
and Offaly (OF) (Figure 1). The project (Contract 1) involves the construction of c. 17.5
km of the N7 from Clashnevin east of Nenagh to Castleroan south-east of Dunkerrin. It
passes through the townlands of Clashnevin, Derrybane, Newtown, Lissanisky, Killeisk,
Garavally, Derrycarney, Garrynafanna, Gortnadrumman, Kilgorteen, Falleen, Knockane, Clash, Park, Rosdremid (OF), Clynoe (OF), Cullenwaine, Moneygall, Greenhills,
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Figure 1: The route of the N7 Castletown to Nenagh overlain on the Ordnance Survey Discovery Series map. 
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Drumbaun, Busherstown (OF), Drumroe (OF), Moatquarter, Loughan (OF) and Castleroan (OF). The townlands are located in the parishes of Ballymackey, Cullenwaine,
Castletownely, Rathnaveoge, Finglas and Dunkerrin and the baronies of Upper Ormond,
Ikerrin and Clonisk,
The route begins at the eastern end of the Nenagh bypass at Clashnevin c. 5 km east
of Nenagh and continues eastward on the northern side of the existing N7 in Co. Tipperary. It crosses a number of third class roads to the north of Toomyvara and 0.7 km
east of Clash crossroads crosses the Ollatrim River. It extends into County Offaly directly
east of Park. From here it crosses the R490 0.6 km north of Moneygall. It extends back
in County Tipperary and through the demesne of Greenhills before crossing the existing
N7 at the junction of Greenhills and Drumbaun townlands. It crosses back into County
Offaly and climbs east into Busherstown and Drumroe. It crosses the Keeloge Stream
into Moatquarter in County Tipperary and extends northeast back into County Offaly
through the townlands of Loughan and Castleroan 1.4 km southwest of Dunkerrin.

3

Receiving environment

North Tipperary is bounded on the west by the River Shannon and Lough Derg with
the Silvermines, to the south, and small hills extending towards Devilsbit and Borrisnoe
Mountains to the east. The mountains are composed largely of Silurian strata and Old
Red Sandstone. Copper, silver and lead deposits have been mined in the Silvermines. The
geology of the lowlands consists of Carboniferous limestone covered by glacial drift in
addition to tracts of raised bog.
The western portion of the study area is drained by the Ollatrim River which flows
westwards into the River Ballintotty which in turns drains into the River Nenagh. The
eastern portion is drained by the Keeloge Stream and other small water sources. These rise
in the foothills of the Silvermine Mountains and flow north. The Keeloge drains into the
Little Brosna River c. 1 km south of Shinrone, Co Offaly. The Brosna turns north and
drains into the Shannon south of Banagher.
The largest population centre in the area is Nenagh. The smaller population centres,
are Toomyvara, Moneygall and Dunkerrin.
The soils on the route are characterised by 80% grey brown podzolics, 10% gleys, 5%
brown earths and 5% basis peat. They are derived from glacial till of predominantly Carboniferous limestone composition. These soils occur in Tipperary and Offaly and have a
wide use range being suitable for both tillage and pasture (Gardiner and Radford 1980,
97-99). Land use along the route was a mix of grassland devoted to intensive dairying and
cattle-rearing and tillage.

3
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Archaeological and historical background

Archaeological sites of numerous periods were discovered along the route of the new road
(Figure 2). The periods are referred to as follows: Mesolithic (c. 8000 to 4000 BC), Neolithic (c. 4000 to 2000 BC), Bronze Age (c. 2000 to 600 BC), and Iron Age (c. 500 BC
to AD 500), early medieval period (c. AD 500 to 1100), medieval period (c. AD 1100 to
1650), post-medieval period (c. AD 1650 to the present).

Mesolithic (c. 8000 to 4000 BC)
The earliest known human settlement in Ireland dates from the Mesolithic period (c.
8000 BC - 4000 BC). The majority of the evidence (flint scatters) for Mesolithic occupation has come from the river valleys. No evidence for the Mesolithic was recorded on the
route.

Neolithic (c. 4000 to 2000 BC)
The Neolithic Period is characterised by the introduction of agriculture and the beginnings of the clearance of the woodlands. The population increased and became more
sedentary in nature. The most important Neolithic site in the vicinity was at Tullahedy
recorded on the route of the Nenagh by-pass. It was a specialist chert arrow manufacturing site.
No evidence for a Neolithic site was recorded on the route but stone tools dating to
the Neolithic were recorded at Busherstown E3661, Clash E3660, Cullenwaine E3741
and Greenhills 2 and 3 E3637 and E3658. Stone tools dating to the late Neolithic/Early
Bronze Age were recorded at Busherstown E3661, Castleroan E3909, Cullenwaine E3741,
Derrybane 1 E3585, Drumroe E3773, Greenhills 1 E3638 and Moatquarter E3910. Neolithic pottery was recorded at Cullenwaine E3741 and Drumbaun E3912.

Bronze Age (c. 2000 to 600BC)
The Bronze Age is characterised by the introduction of metallurgy and an increase in
settlement and burial sites. Copper ores were mined and copper, bronze and gold items
manufactured. The range of burial site types includes cist graves, pit and urn burials,
cremation cemeteries, barrows, ring-ditches and wedge tombs. Stone circles and standing stones also date to the Bronze Age. Both enclosed and unenclosed settlement sites
are known. The most prolific Bronze Age site type is the fulacht fiadh. These monuments
survive as low mounds of charcoal rich black silt, packed with heat-shattered stones, and
generally situated close to a water source. Fulachta fiadh are generally classified as ‘cooking places’, whereby stones were heated in a hearth and subsequently placed in a trough
of water, the water continued to boil with the addition of hot stones and wrapped food
was cooked within the hot water. The trough eventually filled with small stones, ash and
charcoal that were removed, forming the basis of the familiar mound.
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Two new fulachta fiadh or burnt mounds were recorded at Clashnevin 1 E3586,
Cullenwaine E3741 and six at three separate locations in Greenhills, E3638, E3637 and
E3658. Evidence of nine roundhouses or partial round structures were recorded; two at
Castleroan E3909, Derrybane 2 E3591 and Drumbaun 2 E3912 and one at Clash E3660,
Drumroe E3773 and Moatquarter E3910.

Iron Age (c. 500 BC to AD 500)
Upto recently there was little evidence of a significant Iron Age presence in Munster.
Settlement sites are few and far between as well as being difficult to identify (Woodman,
2000) while the material culture of this period is limited. Linear earthworks, believed
to have marked tribal boundaries, and hillforts are two of the most visible monuments
of the period. Ten percent of sites excavated on NRA road schemes in recent years have
produced Iron Age dates. The dates have led to the identification of 30 new Iron Age sites
in Munster from road schemes in counties Cork, Limerick and Tipperary (McLaughlin
2008, 51). These include a ditched enclosure in Ballywilliam and a wooden trackway in
Annaholty Bog excavated on the route of the N7 Nenagh-Limerick (Taylor 2008, 54).
Three Iron Age dates were returned from pits in Castleroan E3909 and Drumroe
E3773 on the route of the N7 Castletown to Nenagh (Contract 1).

Early medieval period (c. AD 400 to 1100)
The early medieval period is characterised by the arrival of Christianity to Ireland. The
characteristic monument type of the period is the ringfort. Ringforts are the most numerous archaeological monument found in Ireland, with estimates of between 30,000
and 50,000 illustrated on the first edition of the Ordnance Survey 6” maps of the 1840’s
(Barry 1987). As a result of continued research, the construction of these monuments has
a narrow date range during the early medieval period between the 7th and 9th centuries
AD. Although there are some very elaborate examples of ringforts, they often take the
form of a simple earth or stone enclosure functioning as settlements for all classes of secular society (Stout 1997).
North Tipperary is rich in early ecclesiastical sites and the remains of these religious
centres are at the core of some of the towns and villages. Roscrea, for example, was chosen
by St Cronan as a location for his monastery in the seventh century as it was located at
the crossroads on the Slighe Dála, an important roadway in early medieval times (NIAH
2006, 4-8).
Early medieval activity was recorded at five sites on the route of the N7 Castletown to
Nenagh (Contract 1). A series of corn-drying kilns were recorded at Busherstown E3661.
A denuded ringfort (OF046-013) was excavated at Clynoe 2 E3774. An area of ironworking and associated pits was recorded at Drumbaun E3912. Iron working activity,
corn-drying kilns and settlement activity was recorded at Park 1 E3659. A group of pits
and associated ditch were recorded at Drumroe E3773.
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High and later medieval periods (c. AD 1100 to 1650)
This period is characterized by the arrival of the Anglo-Normans and the building of tower houses. The Anglo-Normans obtained charters in the thirteenth century for the towns
of Nenagh, Roscrea, Thurles and Templemore and established markets. Nenagh grew
rapidly in the aftermath of the granting of the lands of Munster to Theobald fitzWalter in
1185 (ibid. 8). Moated sites represent the remains of isolated, semi-defended homesteads
in rural areas. They were build mainly in the late thirteenth and early fourteenth centuries in counties, such as Wexford, Kilkenny, Tipperary, mid-Cork and Limerick, that
were colonised by English settlers (O’Conor 1998, 58). The Archaeological Inventory for
North Tipperary lists 39 moated sites (2002, 298).
A medieval enclosure and associated field systems were recorded at Killeisk E3587. A
newly recorded moated site was excavated at Busherstown E3661. A series of ditches and
settlement activity was recorded at Park 1 E3659.

Post-medieval period (c. 1650 to the present).
The post-medieval period is characterised by mills, limekilns, workhouses, country houses and associated demesnes, vernacular buildings and field systems (Figure 3). A small
demesne associated with a county house was recorded at Greenhills.

5

Site location and Topography

The site at Drumbaun was located near the summit of a low hill at 150m OD (Plate 1).
Drumbaun townland boundary and the boundary between Counties Tipperary and Offaly were located to the east of the site. The site had extensive views to the north and west,
but was in an exposed windy setting. Greenhills 3 E3658 was located 400m to the west
and Busherstown E3661 600m to the east. The land in the vicinity was used for pasture.

6

Excavation methodology

The site was mechanically stripped of topsoil under strict archaeological supervision.
Stripping was done with a tracked machine with a flat toothless bucket. Topsoil stripping
commenced in the areas of identified archaeology and continued radially outward until
the limit of the road take was reached or until the limit of the archaeological remains was
fully defined. A grid was set up in the excavation area(s) and all archaeological features
were sufficiently cleaned, recorded and excavated so as to enable an accurate and meaningful record of the site to be preserved. The excavation, environmental sampling, site
photographs, site drawings, find care and retrieval, on-site recording and site archive was
as per the Procedures for Archaeological works as attached to the licence method statements for excavation licences.
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Figure 3: Portion of the Ist edition Ordnance Survey Map TN21 showing the location of Drumbaun. 
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Plate 1: Aerial photograph montage of Drumbaun..

The site was excavated from the week of the 8 December 2007 to the week of the 2
February 2008. Only areas within the LMA (lands made available) were resolved. (Figure
4).
The full record of excavated contexts is recorded in the context register and the stratigraphic matrix (Appendix 1). Detailed stratigraphic descriptions are found in the groups
and sub-groups text (Appendix 2). The context register maybe viewed in the EAPOD
(Eachtra Archaeological Projects office database) in the accompanying CD.
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Plate 2: Aerial view of Drumbaun. Note Moneygall in the background, the Bronze Age structures in the
left middle ground and the medieval pits in the right middle ground.

7

Excavation results

Activity associated with flint knapping and tool re-sharpening, dating to the Middle
Neolithic Period, took place around a hearth. The heath was located close to two Middle
Bronze Age structures and associated pits which were located in the south-eastern corner
of the site. A cluster of four prehistoric pits were located at the western side of the site.
Evidence for medieval activity was recorded in the central section of the site, it comprised
groups of pits, one of the groups was associated with metal-working. The medieval activity may have been contemporaneous with medieval field boundaries recorded within the
wider area of the site. (Figure 5, plate 2).

Middle Neolithic
A group of four pits (C.132, C.108 and C.193 and C.53) and a stake-hole C.145 were
clustered around a hearth, C.12, 4.5 m to the north-east of Structure A (Figure 6). A large
irregular pit C.56 and two postholes (C.113 and C.131) were located a further 6.5 m to
the north.
Context
53
56
108
132
193

Dimensions (m) (l x w x d)
1.4 x 0.66 x 0.42
2.9 x 1.9 x 0.35
1.1 x 0.74 x 0.23
1 x 0.6 x 0.26
0.77 x 0.67 x 0.42

Table 1 Dimensions of the pits
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Figure 6: Post-excavation plan of hearth-side activity dated to the Neolithic at Drumbaun.

Almost half of the lithic artefacts recovered from the site come from the hearth-side
activity. The majority was associated with the pit C.53 but they were also recovered from
the pit C.108 and the hearth C.12. A chert flake and a utilized stone (E3912:35:1 and
2) and two pieces of flint debitage, a flint scraper, blade and flake, and a rubbing stone
(E3912:52:1-6) were recovered from pit C.53 (Plate 3). A polished stone axe and a rubbing
stone (E3912:110:1 and 2) were recovered from the pit C.108 (Plate 4). Flint debitage
(E3912:11:1) was recovered from the hearth C.12.
Pottery dating to the Early Neolithic period was recovered from the fills of pits C.53
and C.56 and pottery dating to the Middle Bronze Age was recovered from the fills of pit
C.53 and C.193. The Neolithic pottery came from the lower fill C.52 of pit C.53 and the
Bronze Age pottery from the upper fill (Figure 7).
The presence of the flakes and the debitage suggests that knapping/tool re- sharpening
took place at the hearth-side. The lithic artefacts, including the stone axe, have been typologically dated to the Middle Neolithic. The pottery was identified to two different types
and periods. An early Bronze Age date of cal BC 2466-2291 (UB-15041) was obtained
from hazel charcoal from one of the fills of pit C.108. Hazelnut shells were recovered from
the fills of pits C.108 and C.193 and the hearth C.12.
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Plate 3: Neolithic convex end Plate 4: Neolithic rhyolite polished stone axe E3912:110:1 from
scraper E3912:52:2 from
Drumbaun.
Drumbaun.

Later Neolithic?EBA Activity
N7CN
Drumbaun 2
NE facing section of Pit C.12

C.11
C.5
C.12

C.6

N7CN
Drumbaun 2
West facing section of pit C.53

C.35

C.52
C.53

Figure 7: Section plans of pits C.12 and C.53 at Drumbaun.

Middle Bronze Age
Two structures dating to the Middle Bronze Age were excavated at Drumbaun (Figure 8,
plate 5). They were located in the south-eastern corner of the site. Structure B was adjacent to the edge of the area of excavation.
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Plate 5: Aerial view of Structure A on left and Structure B on right at Drumbaun.

Structure A
Structure A was defined by an inner ring of posts, an outer line of slot trenches, which
were concentrated in the area of the entrance, and post-holes and pits. The outer ring was
concentric with the inner ring but was not complete. It enclosed the front (eastern side)
and over half the northern and southern sides of the structure (Plate 6). The internal diameter of the house was 7.2 m and it enclosed an area of 40.8 m2.
Nine post-holes (C.36, C.148, C.188, C.4, C.137, C.169, C.171, C.173, and C.8) constituted the inner circuit of the house (Plate 7).
Context
4
8
36
137
148
169
171
173
188

Dimensions (m) (l x w x d)
0.86 x 0.39 x 0.30
0.35 x 0.29 x 0.37
0.38 x 0.29 x 0.32
0.84 x 0.64 x 0.27
0.37 x 0.27 x 0.41
0.18 x 0.16 x 0.21
0.2 x 0.16 x 0.11
0.33 x 0.26 x 0.42
0.42 x 0.33 x 0.26

Table 2 Dimensions of the post-holes forming the inner ring of Structure A

The inner ring of post-holes was laid out along the principle of axial symmetry. This
means that house was arranged on an axis between the entrance and a post-hole C.4
directly opposite it, two post-holes, C.8 and C.36, flank the entrance and the remaining
post-holes have a corresponding partner at either side of the axis. The distance between
the post-holes on either side of the axis is roughly the same. The axial symmetry model
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Plate 6: View of Strucutre A from east.

Plate 7: Postholes C.150,  C.148 and C.173 associated with Structure A.

would suggest that there are two post-holes missing in the north-western section of the
inner ring.
The entrance faced east between four post-holes (C.8, C.36, C.21 and C.95) which
formed a porch. The internal entrance measured 1.2 m in width. Two substantial postholes C.21 and C.95, with stone packing, formed the external entrance. The distance
between the posts measured 1.6 m. A Middle Bronze Age date of cal BC 1436-1316 (UB15082) was returned from the fill of post C.95.
The outer circuit comprised four slot trenches (C.126, C.85, C.55 and C.83), three
postholes (C.89, C.143 and C.146), two entrance posts (C.21 and C.95) and four pits
(C.10, C.102, C.120 and C.155) (Figure 9, plate 8).
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Figure 9: Section plans of pits C.155, C.10 and C.120 Structure A and postholes C.46 and C.69 and pits C.37 and C.42
Structure B at Drumbaun. 
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Plate 8: Slot trench C.120 Structure A.

Three of the slot trenches (C.126, C.55 and C.83) followed the circumference of the
eastern section, in the area of the entrance, of the inner ring of posts for a length of c.
9 m. The extremities of slot trench C.83 were marked by two post-holes, C.146 at the
northern end and C.89 at the southern end. A large stone was recorded in the base of the
post-hole C.89. Slot trench C.55 was set slightly inside the line of C.83. The two entrance
posts formed the terminals of this trench. Slot trench C.126 extended from the southern
entrance post C.95, for a length of 0.7 m, to the post-hole C.143. It then curved southwestwards for a length of 2.2 m.
Context
10
102
120
155
55
83
85
126
21
89
95
143
146

Dimensions (m) (l x w x d)
2.08 x 1.1 x 0.34
1.2 x 0.72 x 0.08
1.92 x 0.84 x 0.26
0.72 x 0.5 x 0.3
1.18 x 0.16 x 0.16
3.62 x 0.39 x 0.26
1.3 x 0.45 x 0.2
1.3 x 0.22 x 0.2
0.5 x 0.45 x 0.3
0.46 x 0.32 x 0.12
0.44 x 0.4 x 0.5
0.4 x 0.32 x 0.21
0.28 x 0.24 x 0.14

Feature
Pit
Pit
Pit
Pit
Slot trench
Slot trench
Slot trench
Slot trench
Post-hole
Post-hole
Post-hole
Post-hole
Post-hole

Table 3 Dimensions of the slot trenches, pits and post-holes forming the outer wall of Structure A
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The fourth slot trench C.85 was perpendicular to slot trench C.126. It was curved,
or hooked, at the north-eastern end. The post-hole C.143 was located at the junction between slot trench C.126 and trench C.85. A fragment of a quern stone (E3912:142:1) was
recovered from the fill.
Internal features

Three postholes (C.150, C.190, C.186), one pit C.141 and eleven stake-holes were recorded within the interior of Structure A. Two of the posts C.150 and C.190 were located
adjacent to post-holes C.148 and C.188 which were part of the ring of posts forming the
inner wall. They probably functioned as support posts. The third post-hole formed part
of the internal partition.
Ten of the stake-holes (C.174, C.175, C.176, C.182, C.181, C.180, C.177, C.178,
C.179 and C.183) and one post-hole C.186 formed an internal division, 4.2 m in length,
within the house. The internal partition divided the front of the house from the rear. The
area at the rear was smaller than the area at the front of the house.
The large pit C.141 was located in the rear of the house. A rubbing stone and a utilised
stone (E3912:134:1 and 140:1) were recovered from the fills.
No hearth was recorded in the interior of the structure.

Structure B
Structure B was located 3 m to the south of Structure A. The structure was defined by a
ring of 11 post-holes (C.247, C.275, C.105, C.93, C.91, C.46, C.69, C.63, C.243, C.259
and C.244). The internal diameter of the house was 7.5 m and it enclosed an area of 46
m2.
Context
46
63
69
91
93
105
243
244
247
259
275

Dimensions (m) (l x w x d)
0.38 x 0.37 x 0.30
0.42 x 0.35 x 0.22
0.39 x 0.39 x 0.68
0.41 x 0.34 x 0.33
0.32 x 0.32 x 0.3
0.5 x 0.49 x 0.31
0.4 x 0.4 x 0.35
0.4 x 0.4 x 0.42
0.48 x 0.47 x 0.52
0.36 x 0.33 x 0.35
0.4 x 0.4 x 0.4

Table 4 Dimensions of the post-holes forming the inner wall of Structure B

The inner ring of post-holes was laid out along the principle of axial symmetry (Figure
10). This means that house was arranged on an axis between the entrance and a post-hole
C.46 directly opposite it, two post-holes, C.244 and C.247, flank the entrance and the
remaining eight post-holes have a corresponding partner at either side of the axis. The
distance between the post-holes on either side of the axis is roughly the same.
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Figure 10: Axial symmetry pattern associated with the construction of Structure B at Drumbaun.

Plate 9: Posthole C.244 Structure B.
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The entrance faced south-east between post-holes C.244 and C.247 (Plate 9). It was
1.5 m in width. A rubbing stone (E3912:234:1) was recovered from post-hole C.243. A
Middle Bronze Age date of cal BC 1520-1442 (UB-15083) was returned from charcoal
from post C.69.
A total of 18 stakeholes (C.97, C.98, C.99, C.107, C.100, C.106, C.270, C.271, C.272,
C.274, C.277, C.278, C.279, C.280, C.281, C.291, C.292 and C.295) were associated with
the ring of post-holes, particularly on the south western side. Six of the stake-holes C.97
C.98, C.99, C.100 C.106 and C.107 were located between post-holes C.63 and C.243.
Eight of the stake-holes C.270, C.271, C.274, C.277, C.278, C.279, C.280 and C.281
were located between post-holes C.243 and C.259. Three of the stake-holes C.272, C.291
and C.292 were located north of post-hole C.275 and one stake-hole C.295 was located
between post-holes C.275 and C.283.
A slot trench C.268, originated from the northern entrance post C.247 and followed
the circumference of the eastern section of the ring of posts for a length of 5.9 m. It was
0.22 m wide by 0.2 m deep.
Internal features

A hearth (C.239), three pits (C.37, C.42 and C.255) and ten stake-holes (C.121, C.122,
C.123, C.124, C.285, C.286, C.287, C.288, C.289 and C.290) were located in the interior
of Structure B.
Context
239
37
42
255

Dimensions (m) (l x w x d)
2.96 x 0.65 x 0.12
0.76 x 0.65 x 0.52
1.1 x 0.8 x 0.36
0.53 x 0.36 x 0.22

Feature
Hearth
Pit
Pit
Pit

Table 5 Dimensions of internal hearth and pits

The stakeholes C.121 and C.122 were located in the northern part of the house. Six
stakeholes (C.123 and C.124, C.285 and C.286, C.287 and C.288) were set in pairs in the
centre of the house. They may have formed a screen in the centre of the house measuring
c. 2.1 m in length. The screen could have extended as far as the inner ring of posts. The
stakeholes C.97 to the west and C.291 and C.291 to the east could have formed part of
the screen. The screen would have divided the house in two equal parts with the hearth
located in the front section of the house located between the screen and the entrance. A
pair of stake-holes (C.289 and C.290) was located 0.5m to the southeast of the hearth and
a single stake-hole C.240 was located adjacent to the south western end of the hearth.
External feature

Four postholes (C.103, C.258, C.282 and C.237), two stake-holes (C.249 and C.269) and
two pits (C.283 and C.246) were situated in the close proximity to structure B (Figure
11).
Post-hole C.103 was located adjacent to post C.105 and may have been a support or replacement post. Post-hole C.258 and pit C.283 were located between the ring of posts and
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Figure 11: Post-excavation plan of the Middle Bronze Age structures and associated pits at Drumbaun.
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Plate 10: Mid-excavation of pit C.167 at Drumbaun.

the slot trench C.286. Post-hole C.282 was set opposed post C.258 on the external side of
the slot trench. Post C.237 and the two stake-holes C.249 and C.269 were located 3 m
to the north-west of Structure B. Pit C.246 was located 2.7 m south-east of Structure B
A further six post-holes (C.31, C.33, C.48, C.58, C.71 and C.79), one stake-hole (C.74)
and four pits (C.16, C.29, C.59 and C.75) were located to the west of Structure A and
north-west of Structure B. Three of the posts (C.31, C.33 and C.58) and pit C.29 formed
a screen or fence 4 m long c. 7 m to the north of Structure B. A chert core (E3912:17:1),
dated to the Middle Neolithic, was recovered from the fill of pit C.16.

Prehistoric activity at the western end of the site
Four pits (C.166, C.167, C.253 and C.263) were located close to the junction between
ditch C.251, C.162 and C.164 at the western side of the site.
Context
166
167
253
263

Dimensions (m) (l x w x d)
1.35 x 0.56 x 0.4
1.1 x 0.82 x 0.4
0.92 x 0.6 x 0.31
0.6 x 0.3 x 0.4

Artefacts
Neolithic and BA lithics
Middle BA pottery

Table 6 Dimensions of pits at western end of site

A chert flake E3912:158:1 dated to the Middle Neolithic was recovered from the pit
C.166. A quartzite rubbing stone E3912:159:1 dated to the Bronze Age and sherds of Mid-
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Figure 12: Prehistoric pits at the western end of Drumbaun.

dle Bronze Age pottery were recovered from the fill of pit C.167 (Plate 10). The pit C.253
was cut by the ditch C.251.

Medieval activity
A series of pits and post-holes dating to the medieval period and enclosed by field ditches
was recorded in the central and northern section of the site.
Pits in the northern section of the site

Two of the pits (C.351 and C.356) were located c. 3 m west of the field boundary C.344
in the north-eastern part of the site. The fills of pit C.351 were charcoal-enriched. A large
quantity of hazelnut shells and oat grains were recovered from the pit (Figure 13, Plate 11).
A medieval date of cal AD 1045-1215 (UB-15043) was returned from the pit C.351.
Five small pits (C.327, C.328, C.336, C.343 and C.348) were located 50 m to the
north, they were also located c. 3 m west (or inside) the field boundary. The pits were very
similar in size and shape to one another (plate 12). A stake-hole C.339 was recorded in
the base of C.336. Flecks of burnt bone were recorded in the fills of pits C.327 and C.343.
Iron working activity in the centre of the site

Thirteen pits (C.199, C.201, C.207, C.211, C.215, C.217, C.220, C.221, C.223, C.225,
C.229, C.297, C.298, C.307, C.322, C.325), three possible hearths (C.300, C.316 and
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Figure 13: Medieval pits at the north-eastern end of Drumbaun.
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Plate 11: Mid-excavation of pit C.351 at Drumbaun.

Plate 12: Pits C.317 and C.343 at Drumbaun

C.214), seven stake-holes (C.22, C.310, C.317, C.318, C.319, C.320 and C.321), two postholes (C.304 and C.309) and a layer C.197 were recorded in the central part of the site c.
50 m north-west of the Bronze Age structures (Figure 14, Plate 13). Medieval dates were
returned from two of the pits. The pits in the central section of the site were similar in
plan to those located on the south-western side of the ditch C.344.
The pits could be divided into three groups on the basis of location. The first group
was the most northerly and included a hearth C.300, a pit C.297 and three stake-holes
C.310, C.317 and C.318. Pits C.322 and C.298 were located further to the north. The
second cluster, to the east, comprised a hearth C.316, two pits C.307 and C.325, two
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Plate 13: Pit C.298 and posthole C.309 in the central part of the site at Drumbaun.

Plate 14: Pit C.217 at Drumbaun.

postholes C.304 and C.309 and three stake-holes C.319, C.320 and C.321. Pits C.298 and
C.322 were located to the north of the group.
The third group included the pits associated with iron working. It comprised a hearth
C.214 and ten pits: C.199, C.201, C.211, C.215, C.217, C.220, C.221, C.223, C.225 and
C.229 and stake-hole C.22 (Plate 14). Pit C.207 was located 11 m to the west of the
group. There was no burning in situ recorded in any of the hearths but the fills were
charcoal-enriched and tiny amounts of charred seeds and hazelnut shell were recovered
from some of the fills.
Iron slag was recovered from the fills of three of the pits (C.199, C.201 and C.211)
(Plate 15). Tim Young (Appendix 6) has suggested that the pit C.201 may have been a
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Plate 15: Iron-working hearth C.201 and pit C.199 at Drumbaun.

smithing hearth. The overall form of the pit was very small for a smithing hearth but it
may have comprised the truncated base of a slightly larger feature. Pit C.199 was filled
with waste from the smithy floor. Residue from the iron working was recovered from
pit C.211. Tim Young suggested that this pit had probably just accumulated occasional
pieces of waste, but noted that the size was compatible with the basal pit of a slagpit smelting furnace despite the lack of in-situ heating.
Context
199
201
211

Dimensions (m) (l x w x d)
1.1 x 0.44 x 0.1
0.6 x 0.3 x 0.15
0.65 x 0.5 x 0.22

Feature
Pit
Smithing hearth
Pit

Table 7 Dimensions of the pits containing iron slag

A medieval date of cal AD 994-1146 (UB-15084) was returned from the pit C.199 and
a medieval date of cal AD 1042-1211 (UB15042) was returned from pit C.214.
Ditches

Ten ditches and a modern field boundary, which diagonally crossed the site, were recorded within the area of excavation. None of the ditches are marked on any editions of
the Ordnance Survey map.
Context
162
164
251
293
330
332
341
344
353
364

Dimensions (m) (l x w x d)
92 x 0.86 x 0.4
71 x 1 x 0.4
79 x 1.2 x 0.55
65 x 1.3 x 0.5
38 x 1.42 x 0.64
30 x 1.5 x 0.55
7.1 x 0.8 x 0.35
39 x 0.75 x 0.38
21 x 0.62 x 0.52
29 x 1.45 x 0.4

Table 8 Dimensions of ditches
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Figure 15: Section plans of ditches C.293 and C.330, C.332 and C.164 at Drumbaun.
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Plate 16: Section of ditch C.293 at Drumbaun.

The length of the ditches specified in Table 5 refers to the length recorded within the
area of excavation as all of the ditches extended beyond the area of excavation.
The ditch C.330, in the northern part of the site, was orientated northeast - southwest
and was possibly the earliest ditch on site. The ditch was re-cut by ditch C.293 (Figure 15,
Plate 16), which in turn was cut by ditches C.332, C.162 and C.251. The ditch C.293 was
a continuation of ditch C.364 which extended to the south-west.
The ditch C.332 located in the northeast part of the site was orientated northwest southeast and cut ditch C.293. A medieval hone stone (E3912:333:1) was recovered from
the upper fill of the ditch at the terminal. Ditch C.344 was the continuation of ditch
C.332. There was a gap of 3.5 m between the terminals of both ditches. A short length of
ditch C.341 was located 1.7 inside (on the south-western side) of the gap. Limestone bedrock, was recorded very close to the surface in the area of the gap between the two ditches.
Two ditches C.162 and C.251 were located parallel to one another in the western
part of the site. They were spaced c. 2 m apart, a bank had probably existed in the space
between the ditches when the ditches were in use. Both ditches cut ditch C.293 (in the
north) and ditch C.164 (in the southwest). A flint blade and a flake (E3912:191:1 and
2) were recovered from the upper fill of ditch C.162. The blade was dated to the Early
Mesolithic period and the flake to the Middle Neolithic (Appendix 4). A rubbing stone
(E3912:163:1) dated to the Bronze Age was recovered from a middle fill of the ditch, in a
section, located close to the pit C.167.
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Plate 18: Medieval hone stone E3912:333:1 from Drumbaun.

The ditch C.164 located in the southwest part of the site was orientated northwest –
southeast and was cut by ditches C.162 and C.251. Ditch C.353 was the continuation of
ditch C.164. There was a gap of 5.5 m between the terminals of both ditches.

Plant remains
The plant remains were examined by Penny Johnston (Appendix 4). The cereals from this
site were identified as oat, barley and wheat. They were only recovered in small quantities, in single numbers from the prehistoric features on site. A small quantity of hazelnut
shell fragments were recovered from two of the pits C.108 and C.193 associated with the
Neolithic hearth-side activity. A single rich sample of charred cereal was recovered from a
hearth C.351 dated to the medieval period. The majority of the cereal remains that were
identified from the hearth were oats. Nearly one thousand hazelnut shell fragments were
recovered from this hearth and a small quantity were also recovered from the pit C.214,
in the centre of the site, also dated to the medieval period.

Lithic artefacts
The lithic artefacts were examined by Farina Sternke (Appendix 5). The assemblage has
to be regarded typologically and technologically as a palimpsest including Early Mesolithic, Middle Neolithic, Bronze Age and medieval elements. It can therefore be divided
into four groups: (1) one flint blade was Early Mesolithic in origin and represents a residual component at this site (Plate 17); (2) the polished stone axe and the majority of
the artefact component, i.e. the possible core, the other blade, the flakes, debitage and
the scraper most likely date to the second half of the Neolithic (Middle) period; (3) the
majority of rubbing stones and the quern stone fragment appear to date to the Bronze Age
occupation of the site and; (4) the hone stone is most likely early medieval in date (Plate
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18). The presence of the possible core, the flakes and the debitage suggests that a limited
lithic production took place at the site during the second half of the Neolithic period.

Pottery
The pottery was examined by Eoin Grogan and Helen Roche (Appendix 6). A small assemblage, three Early Neolithic carinated bowls and two Middle Bronze Age domestic
vessels, were recovered from the site.

Archaeometallurgy
The archaeometallurgy was examined by Tim Young (Appendix 7). The assemblage includes a total of 2.8kg of archaeometallurgical residues, mainly or possibly entirely, from
the working of iron smithing. Residues were contained with a small feature C.201, which
may have been the smithing hearth, a larger feature C.199 which contains material possibly from the smithy floor and a third pit C.211 which contains isolated slag blocks. The
material from pit C.211, included some pieces which may possibly (but not certainly) be
from iron smelting. In summary the site appears to have had some small-scale iron working, probably blacksmithing (the end use of iron), with the activity dated by C14 to the
11th-12th centuries. Despite identification of these pits as representing activity during
the smithing of iron, there are two types of evidence normally found on such sites that
are missing: smithing hearth cakes (SHCs) and hammerscale in any significant quantity.

Geophysics
Some geophysical testing was undertaken by Earthsound Archaeological Geophysics
(Appendix 8). A magnetic gradiometer survey and a magnetic susceptibility survey were
undertaken in the field to the north of the site (Figure 16). Three possible ditches were
detected across the survey area. These appear to represent a continuation of the possible
medieval boundaries identified on the northern edge of the excavation. Two possible pits
were also identified within the confines of the medieval boundary suggesting that further
archaeological activity continues beyond the N7 road boundary

Charcoal
The charcoal was examined by Mary Dillon in advance of radiocarbon dating.

Radiocarbon dates
Radiocarbon analysis was carried out by the 14 Chrono Centre in Queen’s University
Belfast. Dates were calibrated using Calib Rev5.0.2 (©1986-2005 M.Stuiver & P.J. Reimer) and in conjunction with Stuiver & Reimer 1993 and Reimer et al. 2004.
Lab
code
UB15041
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Un-calibrated δ 13
date
C
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2 sigma calibration

Period

cal BC 2466-2291
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Age
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Figure 16: Map of the geophsical data north of the site at Drumbaun.
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Lab
code
UB15042
UB15043
UB15082

Context

Material

C.213

UB15083

C.70

UB15084

C.203

Hazel charcoal
from pit C.214
Hazel charcoal
from pit C.351
Hazel charcoal
from post C.95
Structure A
Oak charcoal
from post C.69
Structure B
Hazel charcoal
from pit C.199

C.352
C.94
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Un-calibrated δ 13
date
C
899 +/- 25
-29.9

2 sigma calibration

Period

cal AD 1042-1107
1117-1211
cal AD 1045-1098
1119-1142 1147-1215
cal BC 1436-1370
1349-1316

medieval

889 +/- 23

-26.8

medieval

3113 +/- 21

-22.7

3221 +/- 18

-26.2

cal BC 1520-1442

Middle
Bronze Age

995 +/- 16

-26.1

cal AD 994-1043
1103-1118 1143-1146

medieval

Middle
Bronze Age

Table 9 Radiocarbon dates

8

Discussion

Evidence of at least four phases of activity, dating to the Early Mesolithic, Middle Neolithic, Middle Bronze Age and medieval periods was recorded at Drumbaun.

Early Mesolithic
A single flint blade E3912:191:1 was recovered from the fill of a ditch C.162 at the northern end of the site. This was the only artefact, dated to the Mesolithic, recovered from
Drumbaun or any of the sites on the N7 Castletown to Nenagh (Contract 1).

Neolithic
A small group of pits were located around a central hearth 4.5 m to the north-east of the
two Middle Bronze Age houses. The hearth-side activity dated to the Neolithic period.
The problem with the interpretation of the small group of features were the seemingly
conflicting dates indicated by the artefacts recovered from the hearth and associated pits.
The indicators which included, a radiocarbon date, pottery and lithic artefacts, all suggested a different time period. Some of the pottery was Early Neolithic in date, the lithic
artefacts were Middle Neolithic in date, the radiocarbon date was Early Bronze Age and
some of the pottery was Middle Bronze Age. The Middle Bronze Age pottery from one
of the pits, pit C.53, came from the upper fill and Early Neolithic pottery came from the
basal fill. But lithic artefacts dated to the Middle Neolithic were recovered from both fills
of the pit. The evidence from the features and artefacts indicated that activity took place
at the hearth-side in the Neolithic Period and was later disturbed by Bronze Age activity
associated with the settlement site.
Four pits were located 95 m to the west of the hearth-side activity on the western
fringe of the site. Neolithic stone tools and Middle Bronze Age pottery were recovered
from two of the pits. Both Neolithic and Bronze Age stone tools were recovered from one
of the pits. The hearth and associated pits and the Middle Bronze Age houses were located
on the southern boundary of the route. It is very probable that the site extended into the
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Figure 17: Interpretative plan of Middle Bronze Age structures at Drumbaun.
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field to the south. A Late Bronze Age house was recorded at Drumroe 1 km to the east of
the structures at Drumbaun.

Middle Bronze Age
The main phase of activity at the site dated to the Middle Bronze Age. The remains of
two complete structures were located side by side in the southern section of the site on
the edge of the area of excavation and the edge of the LMA (Figure 17). Structure A was
defined by an inner ring of posts and an outer ring of slot trenches and pits. The inner ring
was complete and may have supported the roof. The outer ring enclosed c. two thirds of
the structure including the area of the entrance. The eastern portion comprised three slot
trenches that encircled the inner ring and a fourth slot trench that extended to the east
and had a curve or hook at the eastern end. Two pits were located beyond the slot trenches
to the north and the south. The pits may however be the remains of wider truncated slot
trenches. The internal diameter of the structure was 5.8 m and it enclosed an area of 26.1
m2. The entrance to the house faced east. The interior of the house was divided into two
sections but no hearth was recorded in the interior. Structure B was located 3 m to the
south of Structure A. The structure was defined by a ring of 11 post-holes. A single slot
trench extended from the northern entrance post for a distance of c. 6 m. The internal diameter of the house was 7.5 m and it enclosed an area of 46 m2. The entrance to the house
faced south-east. The interior of the house was also divided into two areas and a hearth
was located in the front section of the house.
There are two main hypotheses relating to the construction of the houses. Firstly, that
an internal ring of posts supported the roof and immediately outside this a clay wall was
built. No evidence for the clay wall, except for the empty space, survived. Directly outside
the clay wall further roof support was offered by external support posts and associated
slot trenches. The relationship between the external and internal posts may indicate the
location of the wall top cross beams. The second hypothesis is that a clay wall was built
outside and against the inner ring of posts which formed part of a wattle screen and that
this wall ran along the line of the outer slot trenches and pits.
A recent survey of Bronze Age houses in southern Ireland lists a total of 41 Bronze
Age sites where 81 individual structures have been recorded (Doody 2007, 86–7). However, surveys are quickly out of date at the moment, since development-led archaeology
has resulted in an explosion of Bronze Age archaeology (Bruck 2009a, xvi). The excavation of ten Bronze Age houses on the route of the N7 Castletown to Nenagh will further
increase the number of houses. Radiocarbon dates have been obtained for eight of the ten
structures on the N7 from the townlands of Clash, Castleroan, Derrybane, Drumbaun,
Drumroe and Moatquarter,
Site Name
Clash
Castleroan
Castleroan
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E No.
E3660
E3909
E3909

Structure
Structure 1
Structure A
Structure B

Calibrated BC 2-sigma dates
1111-920 and 895-800
1249-1016
1011-914

No of dates
2
1
1

Period
MBA-LBA
MBA
LBA
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Figure 18: Post-excavation plans of eight of the Bronze Age houses on the N7.
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Site Name
Derrybane
Derrybane
Derrybane
Drumbaun
Drumbaun
Drumroe
Moatquarter

E No.
E3591
E3591
E3591
E3912
E3912
E3773
E3910

Structure
Structure 1
Structure 2
Structure 3
Structure A
Structure B
Structure 1
Structure 1
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Calibrated BC 2-sigma dates
741-406 and 833-797
794-550
1929-1773
1436-1316
1520-1442
895-815
1495-1321, 1432-1316 and
1429-1315

No of dates
2
1
1
1
1
1
3

Period
LBA
LBA
EBA
MBA
MBA
LBA
MBA

Table 10 Radiocarbon dates for Bronze Age structures on the route of the N7.

There is an apparent diversity in house size, internal pattern and construction materials. In Britain there appears to be a number of regionally distinct house styles (Doody
2007, 97) but there is no established evidence for regional variation amongst Irish examples as yet. However, the discovery of axial symmetry in several houses excavated in
Tipperary and North Cork has been noted (Tierney and Johnston 2009, 105). A similar
phenomenon has also been identified in Britain (Guilbert 1982, 68– 9; Brück 1999).
Three of the round post-built structures, the two in Drumbaun, and one in Derrybane excavated on the N7 were constructed along the principle of axial symmetry (Figure
10). This means that house was arranged on an axis between the entrance and a post-hole
directly opposite it, two post-holes flank the entrance and the remaining post-holes have
a corresponding partner at either side of the axis. The distance between the post-holes
on either side of the axis is roughly the same (Tierney and Johnston ibid). Three other
incomplete structures, may have originally been constructed along the same principles.
Internal hearths were recorded in four of the structures illustrated in Figure 18, in
Structure A Castleroan, Structure B Drumbaun, Structure 1 Derrybane 2 and Moatquarter. Hearth-side furniture including stakes which formed tripods, were associated with
the internal hearths in Derrybane 2 and Moatquarter.
The frontal section of the house at Clash and Drumroe was recorded but the no trace
of the rear was recorded. No evidence of definite central roof support posts were recorded
in any of the structures. Internal divisions were recorded in both structures in Drumbaun
and evidence of multi screens or phases of screens were recorded at Moatquarter.
Slot trenches, which followed the curve of the inner ring of posts, were recorded at
both Structures 1 and 2 in Drumbaun and at Drumroe. These extended from one or both
sides of the entrance posts for lengths of upto 6 m. They may have functioned as drip gullies for water from the roof or they may have been part of a revetment for the outer face of
a clay wall which would have been positioned between the inner ring of posts and the slot
trench itself. In the majority of cases the slot trench tails off at the rear of the house. At
Moatquarter the slot trench encircled the rear rather than the entrance to the house. No
direct evidence for clay walls were recorded at any of the Bronze Age settlement sites on
the N7 but clay walls do not, unfortunately, leave any trace in the archaeological record.
The average space between the inner ring of posts and the slot trenches at Drumbaun was
between 0.9-1.4 m. The distance was narrower, 0.5 m at Drumroe.
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Medieval period
Three concentrations of pits, dated to the medieval period, were recorded in the central
section of the site at Drumbaun and a small concentration was located to the north on
the southern side of a ditch. One of the groups was an iron-working area. Although no
evidence was recorded, of post-holes or slot trenches, it is possible that the forge was enclosed. It is hard to imagine how the forge could have operated on almost the top of the
hill unless it was enclosed. That raises a query in relation to the other two groups of pits.
Could each group of pits represent the remains of a structure.
A concentration of 16 corn-drying kilns, dated to the early medieval period, were
excavated at Busherstown, 600m to the east of Drumbaun. A moated site and associated
annex, dated to the later medieval period, was constructed on the site. A small assemblage
of industrial residues was recovered from Busherstown. It indicated iron smithing but the
focus of the industrial activity was not within the area of the excavation. Iron smithing
was also recorded at an archaeological site in Moneygall (see Appendix 7) c. 1 km to the
west of the Drumbaun.

Field boundaries
A series of field boundaries were recorded at Drumbaun. Some of the boundaries are
likely to be late medieval or post-medieval in date and the two parallel ditches are likely
to be modern. None of the ditches were marked on any editions of the Ordnance Survey
maps. The late/post medieval ditches were slightly curved in form in comparison to the
modern parallel ditches which were straight. The ditches formed the boundaries of relict
field systems.
Context
162
164
251
293
330
332
341
344
353
364

Dimensions (m) (l x w x d)
92 x 0.86 x 0.4
71 x 1 x 0.4
79 x 1.2 x 0.55
65 x 1.3 x 0.5
38 x 1.42 x 0.64
30 x 1.5 x 0.55
7.1 x 0.8 x 0.35
39 x 0.75 x 0.38
21 x 0.62 x 0.52
29 x 1.45 x 0.4

Orientation
NNE-SSW
NW-SE
NNE-W
NE-SW
NE-SW
NW-SE
NW-SE
NW-SE
NW-SE
NE-SW

Associated with
251
353
162
330 and 364
293 and 364
341 and 344
332 and 344
332 and 341
164
293 and 330

Period
Modern
Late/post medieval
Modern
Late/post medieval
Late/post medieval
Late/post medieval
Late/post medieval
Late/post medieval
Late/post medieval
Late/post medieval

Table 11 Ditches

Field boundaries which dated to the late/post medieval period were recorded at a few
sites on the N7. A late medieval enclosure and associated field systems were recorded at
Killeisk E3587. A small number of field boundaries were recorded at Busherstown E3661,
they post-dated the annex associated with the moated site and pre-dated the first edition
Ordnance Survey map (Sheet TN 22). A medieval date of cal AD 897–1017 (UB–15086)
was returned from the fill of a ditch at Drumroe E3773.
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Appendix 3 Groups and Subgroups
Group
No.
1
2
3

4

5

6

Description
Natural
Deposits
Neolithic activity northeast of
Structure A
Structure A

Structure B

Features on the
periphery of the
houses
Medieval
activity

Subgroup No.

Description

Context No.

Topsoil
Subsoil
5 pits, 1 stakehole, 1
hearth, 2 postholes

C.1
C.2
C.132, C.53, C.108, C.193,
C.145, C.12, C.56, C.113 and
C.131
C.126, C.85, C.83, C.55, C.21,
C.89, C.95, C.143, C.146, C.155,
C.10, C.102 and C.120
C.36,C.148,C.188, C.4,C.137,
C.169, C.171, C.173 and C.8
C.150, C.190, C.186 and C.141

3a Outer wall of 4 slot trenches, 5
structure
postholes, 4 pits
3b Inner wall of
the structure
3c Internal
features
3d Stakeholes

9 postholes

4a Wall of
structure

11 postholes, 1 slot
trench

4b Interior
features
4c Hearth
4d Stakeholes

3pits

West of the
houses

6 postholes, 1 stakehole, 4 pits

3 postholes, 1pit
11 stakeholes

1 hearth
29 stakeholes

3 pits

C.239
C.97, C.98, C.99, C.107, C.100,
C.106, C.270, C.271, C.274,
C.277, C.278, C.279, C.280,
C.281 C.272, C.291, C.292,
C.295, C.121, C.122, C.123,
C.124, C.285, C.286, C.287,
C.288, C.289, C.290 and C.240
C.58, C.33, C.31,C.48, C.71,
C.79, C.74, C.29, C.59, C.16 and
C.75
C.103, C.258, C.282, C.237,
C.249, C.269, C.246 and C.283
C.297, C.207, C.217, C.220,
C.215, C.223, C.229, C.221,
C.307, C.325, C.322, C.298,
C.225, C.300, C.316, C.214,
C.22, C.310, C.317, C.318,
C.319, C.320, C.321, C.304,
C.309 and C.197
C.199, C.201 and C.211

4 pits

C.166, C.167, C.253 and C.263

1 hearth, 1 pit

C.351 and C.355

5pits, 1 stakehole

C.327, C.343, C.328, C.336,
C.348 and C.339
C.330, C.293, C.364, C.332,
C.341, C.344, C.162, C.353,
C.164 and C.251
C.73 and C.196

Exterior features 5 postholes, 2 stakeholes, 2 pits
6a Features in
13pits, 3 hearths, 7
the centre of the stakeholes, 2 postsite
holes, 1 layer

6b Pits containing iron slag
6c Pits in the
west part of the
site
6d Features in
the northeast
part of the site
6e Pits in the
north part of the
site

C.174, C.175, C.176, C.182,
C.181, C.180, C.177, C.178,
C.179, C.183 and C.184
C.247, C.275, C.105, C.93, C.91,
C.46, C.69, C.63, C.243, C.259,
C.244 and C.268
C.37, C.42 and C.255

7

Ditches

10 ditches

8

Modern features

1 spread, 1 pit
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Group 1 Natural Deposits
This group describes the natural geological deposits identified across the area of excavation.
Topsoil C.1
The topsoil was covering the archaeological features on the site. It was dark brown soft
silt.
Subsoil C.2
The subsoil was grey to yellow silty clay with occasional patches of pure sand and one
layer of semi decayed limestone. This is the natural subsoil which occurs under the features and was found across the site.

Group 2 Modern features
Spread C.73 was the result of modern clearance activity. The pit/ stone socket C.196 filled
with C.195 contained coal and modern glass. The modern field boundary was crossing a
site in east-west alignment.

Group 3 Ditches
Ten ditches (C.330, C.293, C.364, C.332, C.341, C.344, C.164, C.353, C.162 and C.251)
were recorded within area of excavation.
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Context

DimenDepth Shape Orientasions (m)
(m)
in plan tion
within area of
excavation

Sides

Base

Filled Fill description
with

330

38x1.42

Moderate &
smooth

Concave

331

0.64

Curvilinear

NE-SW

358

360

357

359

371

293

65x1.3

0.5

Curvilinear

NE-SW

Moderate &
smooth

Concave

294

367
364

29x1.45

0.4

Curvilinear

NE-SW

Moderate &
irregular

Concave

366

363

Mid grey brown
soft silty clay with
occasional pebbles,
small stones and flecks,
medium pieces &
moderate small pieces
of charcoal
Mid brown soft sandy
clay with occasional
pebbles, small &
medium stones and
flecks and small pieces
of charcoal
Mid grey brown firm
sandy clay with occasional pebbles, small
& medium pebbles
and flecks, small and
medium pieces of
charcoal
Dark grey brown soft
sandy clay with occasional pebbles, small &
medium stones. Moderate flecks, occasional
small and medium
pieces of charcoal
Dark grey brown firm
sandy clay with moderate pebbles, occasional
small and medium
stones. Moderate
flecks, occasional small
and medium pieces of
charcoal
Mid orange brown
soft sandy clay with
occasional pebbles and
flecks of charcoal
Mid brown very soft
silt with moderate
pebbles and occasional
small stones. Moderate
flecks of charcoal
Mid brown soft silty
sand with frequent pebbles of all types
Mid brown soft silty
sand with frequent pebbles, moderate small
and medium stones
Mid orange brown soft
silty sand with frequent
pebbles, moderate small
and medium stones
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Context

DimenDepth Shape Orientasions (m)
(m)
in plan tion
within area of
excavation

Sides

Base

Filled Fill description
with

332

30x.1.5

Steep &
concave

Concave

333

0.55

Linear

NW-SE

334

335
341

7.1x0.8

0.35

Linear

NW-SE

Moderate &
smooth

Concave

340

344

39x0.75

0.38

Linear

NW-SE

Steep &
concave

Concave

345

164

71x1.0

0.4

Curvilinear

NW-SE

Moderate &
concave

Concave

165

353

21x0.62

0.52

Linear

NW-SE

Steep &
smooth

Concave

354

251

79x1.2

0.55

Linear

NNE-SSW

Moderate &
concave

Concave

252

162

92x0.86

0.4

Linear

NNE-SSW

Moderate &
concave

Concave

191

163

192

Table of ditches

52

Dark brown loose silty
sand with occasional
pebbles & medium
stones and flecks and
small pieces of charcoal
Light grey brown
soft clayey silt with
occasional pebbles and
flecks of charcoal
Mid yellow brown
soft silty clay with occasional pebbles
Mid grey brown soft
silty clay with moderate
pebbles, occasional
medium stones and
flecks of charcoal
Dark brown loose silty
sand with moderate
pebbles and small
stones, occasional medium and large stones.
Moderate flecks and
occasional small pieces
of charcoal
Mid brown compact
silty sand with moderate pebbles, small and
medium stones
Mid grey brown
firm sandy silt with
occasional pebbles,
moderate small and
occasional medium
stones. Occasional
flecks and small pieces
of charcoal
Mid brown compact
silty sand with occasional pebbles and
moderate small and
medium stones
Dark brown compact
silty sand with moderate pebbles, small and
medium stones
Mid brown compact
silty sand with moderate pebbles, small and
medium stones
Light brown compact
silty sand with moderate pebbles, small and
medium stones
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The ditch C.330 situated in the north part of the site was orientated northeast - southwest and was possibly the earliest ditch on a site. The ditch was re-cut by ditch C.293,
which in turn was truncated by ditches C.332, C.162 and C.251. The ditch C.293 was
contemporary with ditch C.364 located in the northwest part of the site.
The ditch C.332 located in the northeast part of the site was orientated NW-SE and
cut ditch C.293. The ditch seems to be continuation of ditches C.341 and C.344. In the
top fill of this ditch was found hone stone (E3912:333:1) dated to Early Medieval period.
Two parallel ditches C.162 and c.251 were run proximately across the west part of the
site in the north northeast- south southwest orientation. Both ditches cut ditch C.293 (in
the north part of the site) and ditch C.164 (in the southwest part of the site). In the upper
fill, the ditch C.162 contained a flint flake (E3912:191:2) dated to Middle Neolithic period
and a flint blade (E3912:191:1) dated to Early Mesolithic period. In the middle fill of the
ditch was found rubbing stone (E3912:163:1) dated to Bronze Age.
The ditch C.164 situated in the southwest part of the site was orientated northwest
–southeast and had slightly curvilinear alignment. The ditch appears to be a continuation
of ditch C.353.The ditch C.164 was cut by ditches C.162 and C.251.

Group 4 Pits containing iron slag
Three pits C.199, C.201 and C.211 contained iron slag.
Context

Dimensions Depth
(m)
(m)

Shape in
plan

Sides

Base

Filled Fill description
with

199

1.1x0.44

Sub-rectangular

Gentle &
smooth

Flat

198

0.1

203

208
201

0.6x0.3

0.15

Oval

Moderate &
concave

Undulating

200
206

211

0.65x0.5

0.22

Irregular

Moderate
& irregular at N,
steep &
smooth at
S and W,
steep &
irregular
at E

Undulating

204

Dark brown grey firm sandy
clay with occasional small
stones and flecks of charcoal.
Moderate small and medium
pieces of iron slag
Mid brown grey firm sandy
clay with occasional small
stones. Moderate small and
medium pieces of iron slag
Mid yellow brown soft sandy
clay with no inclusions
Dark black loose silty sand
with occasional pebbles and
small pieces of charcoal
Dark red loose silty sand with
occasional pebbles and flecks
of charcoal
Mid grey brown soft sandy
clay with occasional small
stones. Moderate flecks and
small pieces of charcoal.
Moderate small and medium
and occasional large pieces of
iron slag

Table of pits containing slag
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The radiocarbon date 994-1146 AD from pit C.199 indicates Early Medieval provenience of the iron work. The pits were found in the central part of the site and could be
connected with near pits and postholes described in subgroup 9a.

Group 3 Structure A
Structure A measured 7.5m in diameter and comprised a ring of nine postholes (C.36,
C.148, C.188, C.4, C.137, C.169, C.171, C.173, and C.8). A total of four slot trenches
(C.126, C.85, C.55 and C.83) formed an external drip gully and four postholes (C.8, C.95,
C.36 and C.21) formed the entrance, which faced east. A line of ten stakeholes (C.174,
C.175, C.176, C.182, C.181, C.180, C.177, C.178, C.179 and C.183) and possibly one
posthole (C.186) formed an internal division, 4.2 m long, within the house.

Subgroup 5a Outer line of structure
Four slot trenches (C.55, C.83, C.85 and C.126), three postholes (C.89, C.143 and C.146),
two entrance postholes (C.21 and C.95) and three pits (C.10, C.102, C.120 and C.155).
Three slot trenches C.126, C.83, C.55 and three postholes C.89, C.143, C.146 formed
semicircle line along the front part of the house. It measured c. 9m in length. The fourth
slot trench C.85 was situated on the left side of the entrance and perpendicularly joined
the slot trench C.126 in the place were posthole C.143 was placed.
Context

Dimensions (m)

Depth
(m)

Shape in
plan

Sides

Base

Filled
with

Fill description

55

1.18x0.16

0.16

Linear

V-shape

54

83

3.62x0.39

0.26

Linear

Flat

62

126

1.3x0.22

0.2

Curvilinear

Concave

125

Mid grey brown firm silt
with frequent small stones
Mid brown very soft silty
clay with moderate pebbles,
small and medium stones
and occasional flecks of
charcoal
Mid brown yellow firm silty
clay with moderate small
and medium stones and occasional flecks of charcoal

85

1.3x0.45

0.2

L -linear

Steep
&smooth
Moderate &
smooth at N
and W, vertical
& smooth at E
and S
Moderate
& smooth
at E, steep
and smooth
elsewhere
Moderate &
smooth

Undulating

84

Mid brown firm clayey silt with
occasional pebbles, small stones
and flecks of charcoal

Table of slot trenches of outer line of structure A

The slot trench C.55 was the smallest and the shallowest of the four slot trenches constituted the outer line of structure A. It was situated on the entrance of the house and was
truncated by two stone packed postholes C.21 and C.95. The postholes were placed on
the opposite (N and S) ends of the slot trench C.55 and together with postholes C.8 and
C.36 created 1.3m width, east facing entrance of the house. The radiocarbon date from
the fill of posthole C.95 (1436-1316 BC) indicate Bronze Age provenience of structure A.
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Con- Dimensions
text (m)

Depth
(m)

Shape in
plan

Sides

Base

Filled
with

Fill description

21

0.3

Circular

Vertical &
smooth

Undulating

40

Mid brown grey soft silt
with occasional pebbles
and flecks of charcoal

86

Moderate sub-angular
and sub-rounded small
and medium packing
stones

94

Mid brown friable
clayey silt with occasional
pebbles and flecks of
charcoal
Sub-angular and
sub-rounded small and
medium packing stones

95

0.5x0.45

0.44x0.4

0.5

Subcircular

Vertical & irregular at NE, vertical
& undercut at SE
and SW, vertical
& smooth at NW

Concave

115

Table of entrance postholes within slot trench C.55

The slot trench C.83 was situated to the north of slot trench C.55 and was truncated
on the southern end by posthole C.89. Next to the northwest end of the slot trench C.83
was posthole C.146.
Posthole C.89 filled with C.87 and C.88
The posthole was circular in plan. The break of slope at the top was sharp. The sides
were vertical and smooth. The break of slope at the base was gradual. The base was circular in plan and flat in profile. It measured 0.46m in length, 0.32m in width and 0.12m in
depth. The upper fill C. 87 was mid brown yellow stiff silty clay with occasional pebbles.
At the base of the posthole was one round large stone (C.88). The posthole truncated slot
trench C.83.
Posthole C.146 filled with C.147
The posthole was oval in plan. It measured 0.28 in length by 0.24m in width and
0.14m in depth. The break of slope at the top and at the base was gradual. The sides were
moderate and smooth. The base was oval in plan and concave in profile. The fill was mid
brown yellow firm silty clay with moderate pebbles. The posthole was situated next to the
northwestern end of slot trench C.83.
The slot trenches C.126 was situated to the south of the entrance of the house. In the
place were it meets slot trench C.85 was placed posthole C.143.
Posthole C.143 filled with C.142
The posthole was sub-circular in plan. It measured 0.4m in length by 0.32m in width
and 0.21m in depth. The break of slope at the top was sharp. The sides were vertical and
stepped at NE, vertical and smooth at SW, steep and concave at NW and steep and
stepped at SE. The break of slope at the base was gradual. The base was sub-circular in
plan and flat in profile. The fill was light brown yellow firm silty clay with occasional
pebbles and flecks of charcoal. In the fill was found a fragment of quern stone. The posthole truncated slot trenches C.85 and C.126.
Four pits C.10, C.102, C.120 and C.155 were situated along the outer perimeter of
Structure A and had probably structural character.
Pit C.155 filled with C.154, C.160 and C.161
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The pit was oval in plan. The break of slope at the top and at the base was sharp. The
sides were steep and irregular at north and west, vertical and smooth at east, steep and
smooth at south. The base was sub-circular in plan and flat in profile. The upper fill C.154
was mid grey firm clayey silt with occasional pebbles. The lower fill C.160 was light brown
red firm clayey silt with no inclusions. The basal fill C.161 was dark grey black soft silt.
Context

Dimensions (m)

Depth
(m)

Shape in
plan

Sides

Base

Filled
with

Fill description (in stratigraphical order)

10

2.08x1.1

0.34

Oval

Gentle &
smooth at
N and S,
moderate &
smooth at E
and W

Flat

9

Mid brown very soft silty clay with
occasional pebbles, small stones and
moderate flecks and small pieces of
charcoal

14

Dark brown black very soft silty
clay with occasional pebbles,
moderate small and medium
stones. Moderate flecks, small,
medium and occasional large
pieces of charcoal

Moderate &
irregular

Flat

101

Mid brown very compact silty clay
with occasional pebbles and moderate
flecks of charcoal

109

Dark brown black very soft silty
clay with occasional pebbles and
moderate small stones, occasional
medium stones. Moderate flecks
and small pieces of charcoal

111

Mid brown firm clayey silt with moderate small stones, occasional pebbles
and flecks of charcoal
Mid brown firm clayey silt with
moderate small stones and occasional
flecks and small pieces of charcoal
Dark grey brown firm clayey silt with
occasional small stones and flecks and
small pieces of charcoal
Mid red brown firm sandy silt with
occasional pebbles and medium
stones. Moderate flecks and small
pieces of charcoal
Dark black silt with frequent flecks,
small, medium and large pieces of
charcoal

1.2x0.72

102

120

1.92x0.84

0.08

0.26

Irregular

Irregular

Moderate
& irregular
at N, steep
& irregular
elsewhere

Undulating

129
139
118

112

Table of outer pits of structure A

Pits C.10 and C.120 were interpreted as a possible hearths.

Subgroup 5b Inner circuit of the house
The inner ring of the house comprised nine postholes: C.36, C.148, C.188, C.4, C.137,
C.169, C.171, C.173 and C.8. The postholes C.36 and C.8 were part of the entrance of
the house.
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Context

Dimensions (m)

Depth
(m)

Shape
in plan

Sides

Base

Filled Fill description
with

148

0.37x0.27

0.41

Oval

Steep & smooth

Flat

149

188

0.42x0.33

0.26

Oval

Flat

187

4

0.86x0.69

0.3

Oval

Gentle & stepped
at S, gentle &
concave at N,
vertical & smooth
at E and W
Steep & smooth

Flat

13

137

0.84x0.64

0.27

Oval

Concave

136

169

0.18x0.16

0.21

Circular

Steep & irregular
at N and W, steep
& smooth at S
and E
Steep & smooth

Flat

168

171

0.20x0.16

0.11

Oval

Vertical &
smooth

Flat

170

173

0.33x0.26

0.42

Oval

Vertical &
smooth

Pointed

172

8

0.35x0.29

0.37

Subcircular

Vertical & undercut at N, vertical
& irregular
elsewhere

Concave

7

36

0.38x0.29

0.32

Oval

Steep & concave

Concave

18

Dark brown grey soft
silty clay with occasional
pebbles, small stones and
flecks of charcoal
Mid grey brown compact
silty clay with moderate
pebbles, small stones and
occasional medium stones
Mid brown very soft
silty clay with occasional
pebbles, small and medium stones and flecks of
charcoal
Mid yellow grey firm silty
clay with frequent pebbles,
medium and coarse stones
Dark brown grey soft silty
clay with occasional pebbles and small stones
Dark brown grey soft silty
clay with occasional pebbles and small stones
Mid brown grey soft silt
with moderate fine and
medium stones
Mid yellow brown loose
clayey sand with frequent
small stones, occasional
pebbles and flecks of
charcoal
Light yellow brown very soft
sandy clay with moderate
pebbles and small stones,
occasional medium stones and
flecks of charcoal

Table of postholes of the inner circuit of the structure A

Subgroup 5c Internal features
Three postholes C.150, C.190, C.186 and pit C.141
Context

Dimensions Depth
(m)
(m)

Shape in
plan

Sides

Base Filled
with

Fill description

150

0.34x0.32

0.33

Circular

Steep &
smooth

Flat

151

190

0.19x0.15

0.28

Oval

Flat

189

186

0.14x0.14

0.12

Circular

Vertical &
smooth
Vertical &
smooth

Flat

185

Dark brown grey silty clay
with moderate small stones,
occasional pebbles and flecks of
charcoal
Mid grey brown compact silty
clay with moderate pebbles and
occasional small stones
Mid grey brown silty clay with
occasional pebbles

Table of postholes inside structure A
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Two internal postholes C.150 and C.190 were placed respectively next to the postholes C.148 and C.188 and could be associated with internal ring of structure A. The
small posthole C.186 was situated in the central part of the structure, between stakeholes
C.177, C.178 and c.180, and could be connected with internal division of the house.
Pit C.141 filled with C.134 and C.140
The pit was irregular in plan. The break of slope at the top and at the base was gradual.
The sides were gentle and irregular. The base was circular and concave. The pit measured
0.62m in length, 0.37m in width and 0.22m in depth. The upper fill C.134 was mid
grey brown firm silty clay with occasional pebbles and moderate flecks and occasional
small pieces of charcoal. The basal fill C.140 was dark brown black soft clayey silt with
moderate small and medium stones, frequent flecks, and moderate small and occasional
medium pieces of charcoal. The fill contained small fragments of bones.
The upper fill of pit C.141 contained fragment of rubbing stone (E3912:134:1) dated
to Bronze Age. In the lower fill was found possibly utilized stone (E3912:140:1). The pit
C.141 was situated between postholes C.4 and C.188 and could be interpreted as a refuse
pit.

Subgroup 5d Stakeholes
Eleven stakeholes C.174, C.175, C.176, C.182, C.181, C.180, C.177, C.178, C.179, C.183
and C.184
Con- Dimensions
text (m)
174 0.08x0.08

Depth Shape in
(m)
plan
0.12
Circular

Sides

Vertical & smooth Blunt point

175

0.1x0.1

0.12

Circular

Vertical & smooth Blunt point

176

0.07x0.07

0.01

Circular

Vertical & smooth Blunt point

177

0.06x0.06

0.1

Circular

Vertical & smooth Blunt point

178

0.07x0.07

0.1

Circular

Vertical & smooth Blunt point

179

0.1x0.1

0.12

Circular

Vertical & smooth Blunt point

180

0.08x0.08

0.12

Circular

Vertical & smooth Blunt point

181

0.08x0.08

0.12

Circular

Vertical & smooth Blunt point

182

0.07x0.07

0.09

Circular

Vertical & smooth Blunt point

183

0.07x0.07

0.14

Circular

Vertical & smooth Blunt point

184

0.08x0.08

0.07

Circular

Vertical & smooth Blunt point

Table of stakeholes within structure A
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Base

Fill description

Mid grey brown compact
silty clay
Mid grey brown compact
silty clay
Mid grey brown compact
silty clay
Mid grey brown compact
silty clay
Mid grey brown compact
silty clay
Mid grey brown compact
silty clay
Mid grey brown compact
silty clay
Mid grey brown compact
silty clay
Mid grey brown compact
silty clay
Mid grey brown compact
silty clay
Mid grey brown compact silty
clay
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The line of ten stakeholes (C.174, C.175, C.176, C.182, C.181, C.180, C.177, C.178,
C.179 and C.183) formed 4.2m long internal division/wall within the house. They were
situated in the centre of the structure, parallel to the entrance. This partition divided interior of the house into two equal parts. The eleventh stakehole (C.184) was placed between
slot trench C.83 and posthole C.148 and probably wasn’t connected with the inner line
of stakeholes. The small posthole C.186 could be associated with the internal partition of
the house.

Group 6 Structure B
Structure B was located immediate south of Structure A. This second house measured
7.5m in diameter and comprised a ring of 11 postholes (C.247, C.275, C.105, C.93, C.91,
C.46, C.69, C.63, C.243, C.259 and C.244).
A series of 18 stakeholes (C.97, C.98, C.99, C.107, C.100, C.106, C.270, C.271, C.272,
C.274, C.277, C.278, C.279, C.280, C.281, C.291, C.292 and C.295) were associated
with the footprint of the house, particularly on its south western side. The interior of the
house was characterised by a hearth (C.239), a pit (C.42) and 10 stakeholes (C.121, C.122,
C.123, C.124, C.285, C.286, C.287, C.288, C.289 and C.290). The entrance was to the
southeast, flanked by two postholes (C.247 and C.244). A drip gully was found associated
with this entrance (C.268).

Subgroup 6a Line of structure B
Eleven postholes C.247, C.275, C.105, C.93, C.91, C.46, C.69, C.63, C.243, C.259 and
C.244 constituted line of structure B.
Con- Dimensions
text (m)
247 0.48x0.47

275

0.4x0.4

Depth
(m)
0.52

0.4

Shape in
plan
Circular

Circular

Sides

Base

Vertical &
smooth

Flat

Vertical &
smooth

Flat

Filled
with
242

Fill description
Mid brown soft sandy silt with occasional pebbles and small stones.
Moderate flecks and occasional small
pieces of charcoal

261

Mid brown soft sandy silt with
moderate pebbles and small stones,
frequent medium stones. Moderate
flecks and occasional small pieces of
charcoal

262

Light yellow brown soft sandy
silt with moderate pebbles, frequent small stones, occasional
medium stones. Moderate
flecks and occasional small
pieces of charcoal
Mid grey brown loose silty
clay with frequent medium
stones and moderate flecks of
charcoal

273
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text (m)
105
0.5x0.49
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Depth
(m)
0.31

Shape in
plan
Subcircular

Sides

Base

VertiConcal &
cave
smooth
at W,
steep &
irregular
elsewhere
VertiFlat
cal &
smooth

Filled
with
104

Fill description

92

Mid green brown compact
clayey sand with occasional
small &medium stones and
small pieces of charcoal
Mid brown grey firm clay silt.
Occasional sub-angular and
sub-rounded fine, medium
and coarse pebbles. Subangular occasional small and
moderate medium stones. Occasional flecks of charcoal.

Mid brown firm sandy clay
with moderate pebbles and
small stones. Occasional
flecks of charcoal

93

0.32x0.32

0.3

Circular

91

0.41x0.34

0.33

Oval

Steep &
concave

Concave

90

46

0.38x0.37

0.3

Circular

Steep & Flat
concave
at S,
seep and
smooth
elsewhere
VertiConcal &
cave
smooth

44
45

Mid brown grey firm sandy clay

70

Mid brown grey compact clayey silt
with occasional pebbles and small
stones. Moderate flecks and occasional small pieces of charcoal

80

Sub-angular and sub-rounded
small and medium packing
stones

64

Mid yellow grey compact clayey sand
with occasional pebbles and small
stones. Occasional flecks, small and
medium pieces of charcoal

65

Sub-angular and sub-rounded
small and medium packing
stones
Dark grey brown silty clay
with frequent medium stones.
Occasional flecks and moderate small pieces of charcoal
Mid brown loose silty sand
with occasional small, medium and large stones. Occasional small pieces of charcoal

69

63

0.39x0.39

0.42x0.35

0.68

0.22

Circular

Subcircular

Steep &
concave

Concave

243

0.4x0.4

0.35

Circular

Vertical &
smooth

Flat

234

259

0.36x0.33

0.35

Circular

Steep &
concave

Concave

260

244

0.4x0.4

0.42

Circular

Vertical &
smooth

Concave

241

Mid brown stiff sandy clay
with moderate small stones
and flecks of charcoal

Mid grey firm sandy silt with occasional pebbles, moderate small
and medium stones. Moderate flecks
and small pieces, occasional medium
pieces of charcoal

Table of postholes of structure B

The ring of eleven postholes created line of Structure B. The perimeter of the post line
was 24.7m. Area inside post line measured 48.2 sq. m. The postholes measured in average
0.4m in length, 0.39m in width and 0.38m in depth. The entrance to the house was facing
southeast and was situated between postholes C.244 and C.247. The entrance was 1.5m
width. Inside the posthole C.243 was found possible rubbing stone (E3912:234:1) dated to
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Neolithic/ Bronze Age. The posthole C.247 truncated slot trench C.268. The radiocarbon
date 1520-1442 BC, from fill of posthole C.69, suggests that Structure B was older then
Structure A.
Slot trench C.268 filled with C.231 and C.267
The slot trench was curvi-linear in plan. The break of slope at the top and at the base
was sharp. The sides were moderate and smooth. The base was curvi-linear in plan and
flat in profile. It measured 4.9m in length, 0.22m in width and 0.2m in depth. The upper
fill C.231 was light brown very soft silty clay with occasional pebbles and flecks of charcoal. The basal fill C.267 comprised small and medium sub-angular and sub-rounded
stones. The slot trench was situated on the right side of the entrance and was truncated
by posthole C.247.

Subgroup 6b Internal features
Three pits C.37, C.42 and C.255 were located inside structure B
Context
37

Dimensions
(m)
0.76x0.65

Depth
(m)
0.52

Shape in
plan
Subcircular

Sides

Base

Steep &
concave

Concave

Filled
with
23

38

42

255

1.1x0.8

0.53x0.36

0.36

0.22

Oval

Oval

Fill description
Dark brown black compact
clayey sand with occasional pebbles and small stones. Occasional
flecks and large pieces of charcoal
Mid grey compact clayey sand
with occasional pebbles, small
stones and small pieces of
charcoal

39

Light yellow grey compact
clay sand. Occasional subangular and sub-rounded
medium and coarse pebbles and sub-angular small
stones. Occasional flecks
of charcoal.

VertiConcal &
cave
smooth at
W and E,
vertical
& concave at S,
moderate &
concave
at N

20

Mid grey brown compact clayey
sand with occasional small and
medium stones
Dark brown black loose sand
with moderate small stones
and occasional medium stones.
Frequent medium and occasional
large pieces of charcoal

43

Mid grey brown soft sandy
clay with moderate small
and medium stones. Occasional flecks of charcoal

Steep &
concave

257

Light brown grey soft silty clay
with occasional pebbles

Concave

41

Table of pits inside structure B

Subgroup 6c Hearth
Hearth C.239 filled with C.232 and C.238
The hearth was irregular in plan. The break of slope at the top and at the base was
gradual. The sides were gentle and smooth at north, gentle and irregular elsewhere. The
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base was irregular in plan and flat in profile. The upper fill C.238 was mid brown soft
sandy clay with moderate inclusions of pebbles. The basal fill C.232 was mid black soft
silty sand with pebbles and small stones. The fill contained moderate flecks and small
pieces of charcoal. A fragment of hazelnut and seeds were recovered from the fill during
sample sieving.

Subgroup 6d Stakeholes
Twenty nine stakeholes were related to Structure B.
Eighteenth stakeholes were associated with the construction of the house. Fourteen of
them C.97, C.98, C.99, C.107, C.100, C.106, C.270, C.271, C.274, C.277, C.278, C.279,
C.280 and C.281 were placed along the south western perimeter of the house, between
postholes C.63, C.243 and C.259. Four of the stakeholes C.272, C.291, C.292 and C.295
were situated on the east side of the circuit of the house, next to the posthole C.275.

62

Con- Dimensions
text (m)

Depth
(m)

Shape in
plan

Sides

Base

Fill description

97

0.1x0.07

0.09

Circular

Vertical & smooth

98

0.08x0.07

0.15

Circular

Vertical & smooth

99

0.08x0.07

0.14

Circular

Vertical & smooth

100

0.1x0.08

0.12

Circular

Vertical & smooth

106

0.07x0.06

0.07

Circular

Vertical & smooth

107

0.08x0.07

0.08

Circular

Vertical & smooth

270

0.11x0.09

0.15

Oval

Steep & smooth

271

0.1x0.1

0.17

Circular

Vertical & smooth

Tapered round
pointed
Tapered round
pointed
Tapered round
pointed
Tapered round
pointed
Tapered round
pointed
Tapered round
pointed
Tapered
pointed
Tapered
pointed

274

0.1x0.1

0.16

Circular

Vertical & smooth

Tapered
pointed

277

0.15x0.08

0.16

Oval

Steep & smooth

Tapered
pointed

278

0.09x0.07

0.24

Oval

Steep & smooth

Tapered
pointed

279

0.11x0.1

0.15

Circular

Steep & smooth

Tapered
pointed

280

0.14x0.09

0.17

Oval

Steep & smooth

281

0.1x0.1

0.13

Circular

Vertical & smooth

Tapered
pointed
Tapered blunt
pointed

272

0.1x0.1

0.08

Circular

Vertical & smooth

291

0.08x0.08

0.09

Circular

Vertical & smooth

Brown grey firm clayey
silt
Brown grey firm clayey
silt
Brown grey firm clayey
silt
Brown grey firm clayey
silt
Brown grey firm clayey
silt
Brown grey firm clayey
silt
Mid brown grey soft
sandy clay
Dark brown soft sandy
clay with occasional
flecks of charcoal
Mid brown firm sandy
clay with occasional
flecks of charcoal
Mid grey brown firm
sandy clay with occasional flecks of charcoal
Mid grey brown soft
sandy clay with occasional flecks of charcoal
Mid grey brown soft
sandy clay with occasional flecks of charcoal
Mid grey brown soft
sandy clay
Mid grey brown soft
sandy clay with occasional flecks of charcoal
Dark brown soft sandy
clay
Mid grey brown soft
sandy clay

Tapered
pointed
Concave

Drumbaun-E3912
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Con- Dimensions
text (m)

Depth
(m)

Shape in
plan

Sides

Base

Fill description

292

0.09x0.09

0.07

Circular

Vertical & smooth

Concave

295

0.11x0.1

0.13

Circular

Vertical & smooth

Concave

Mid brown soft silty
clay
Mid brown soft silty
clay

Table of stakeholes associated with construction of the house B.

Eleven stakeholes C.121, C.122, C.123, C.124, C.285, C.286, C.287, C.288, C.289,
C.290 and C.240 were situated within interior of the house.
Context

Dimensions
(m)

Depth
(m)

Shape in Sides
plan

Base

Fill description

121

0.08x0.08

0.13

Circular

Vertical & smooth

Mid grey brown soft
sandy clay

122

0.07x0.07

0.13

Circular

Vertical & smooth

123

0.07x0.07

0.1

Circular

Vertical & smooth

124

0.08x0.08

0.14

Circular

Vertical & smooth

285

0.13x0.09

0.17

Circular

Vertical & smooth

286

0.08x0.07

0.15

Circular

287

001x0.08

0.13

Circular

Vertical & smooth,
moderate & smooth
at W
Vertical & smooth

Tapered
blunt
pointed
Tapered
blunt
pointed
Tapered
blunt
pointed
Tapered
blunt
pointed
Tapered
blunt
pointed
Concave
Concave

288

0.1x0.08

0.18

Circular

Vertical & smooth

Concave

289

0.18x0.11

0.19

Circular

Vertical & smooth

Concave

290

0.12x0.08

0.14

Circular

Vertical & smooth

Concave

240

0.12x0.09

0.15

Subcircular

Vertical & smooth

Tapered
blunt
pointed

Mid grey brown soft
silty clay
Mid grey brown soft
silty clay
Mid grey brown soft
silty clay
Mid grey brown soft
sandy clay
Mid brown firm
sandy silt

Mid grey brown soft
sandy clay
Mid grey brown soft
sandy clay
Mid grey brown soft
sandy clay
Light brown soft silty
clay
Mid grey brown soft
silty clay

Table of stakeholes inside structure B

The stakeholes C.121 and C.122 were placed in the northern part of the house. Six
stakeholes C.123, C.124, C.285, C.286, C.287 and C.288 were situated in the center of
the structure. Two other stakeholes C.289 and C.290 were sited c. 0.5m to the southeast
of the hearth C.239. Stakehole C.240 was located next to the south western end of the
hearth C.239 and was probably connected with it.
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Subgroup 6e Exterior features
Four postholes C.103, C.258, C.282, C.237, two stakeholes C.249 and C.269 and two pits
C.283 and C.246 were situated in the close vicinity of structure B.
Context

Dimensions (m)

Depth
(m)

Shape in
plan

Sides

Base

Filled
with

Fill description

Type

258

0.2x0.15

0.15

Oval

Pointed

256

Light brown firm
silty clay with
occasional flecks
of charcoal

Posthole

103

0.24x0.19

0.15

Oval

Concave

96

Mid brown firm
sandy clay with
occasional pebbles

Posthole

282

0.14x0.13

0.08

Circular

Steep & convex
at N & S, steep
& concave at E,
vertical & smooth
at W
Steep & irregular
at N and S, steep
& smooth at E
and W
Steep & smooth

Flat

276

Posthole

237

0.16x0.16

0.18

Circular

Vertical &
smooth

Concave

233

269

0.13x0.08

0.18

Circular

Vertical &
smooth

Tapered
pointed

269

249

0.13x0.1

0.1

Oval

Steep & stepped
at NW and SE,
steep & concave
at NE and SW

Tapered
pointed

248

283

0.61x0.53

0.11

Oval

Moderate &
concave

Concave

284

246

0.33x0.3

0.28

Subcircular

Steep & concave
at N and S, steep
& irregular at E,
steep & smooth
at W

Concave

245

Mid brown grey
soft sandy clay
with occasional
pebbles and
moderate flecks
and small pieces
of charcoal
Mid grey brown
soft silty clay with
occasional pebbles
and flecks of
charcoal
Soft mid grey
brown sandy clay
with occasional
flecks of charcoal
Dark grey brown
soft sandy clay
with occasional
pebbles and
flecks of charcoal
Mid brown loose
silty sand with
moderate pebbles
and occasional
flecks of charcoal
Mid brown grey
firm clayey silt
with moderate
flecks and occasional small pieces
of charcoal

Posthole

Stakehole
Stakehole

Pit

Pit

Table of features next to Structure B

The pit C.283 was located between slot trench C.268 and the circuit of the house. The
posthole C.103 was placed next to the posthole C.105 and could have structural character.
Two postholes C.258 and C.282 were situated symmetrically, on the opposite sides of the
slot trench C.268 and could be connected with it. The posthole C.237 and two stakeholes
C.249 and C.269 were sited to the north east of Structure B. The pit C.246 was placed
3m to the southeast of the house.
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Group 2 Middle Neolithic hearth-side activity
Four pits (C.132, C.108 and C.193 and C.53), one stakehole (C.145) and hearth (C.12)
were located to the northeast of Structure A. Two postholes (C.113 and C.131) and refuse
pit (C.56) were situated to the north-northeast of structure A.
Con- Dimentext sions (m)

Depth
(m)

Shape in
plan

Sides

Base

Filled
with

Fill description

Type

132

1.0x0.6

0.26

Sub-rectangular

Concave

133

Mid yellow grey firm
clayey silt with pebbles,
small and occasional medium stones. Occasional
flecks of charcoal

Pit

53

1.4x0.66

0.42

Oval

Gentle &
smooth at
N, steep &
irregular at
S, steep &
concave at
E and W.
Vertical &
undercut at
W, steep
& concave
elsewhere

Concave

35

Mid brown soft silty clay
with occasional pebbles
and flecks of charcoal
Dark grey brown soft
clayey silt with occasional pebbles, small and
medium stones. Moderate
flecks, occasional small
and medium pieces of
charcoal
Mid grey brown loose
clayey sand with moderate
pebbles and occasional
flecks of charcoal
Dark brown black loose
silty sand with moderate medium stones and
occasional large stones.
Frequent flecks, moderate
small and occasional medium pieces of charcoal
Loose silty clay with occasional pebbles and flecks
of charcoal
Light grey brown compact
clay with no inclusions
Dark silty clay with ash,
occasional pebbles, small
stones and moderate
medium stones. Frequent
flecks and small pieces,
moderate medium and
occasional large pieces of
charcoal, occasional flecks
and small pieces of burnt
bone

Pit

52

145

0.1x0.1

0.12

Circular

Vertical &
smooth

Flat

144

108

1.1x0.74

0.23

Oval

Steep &
smooth at
S, moderate
& concave
at N, steep
& concave
at W, steep
& undercut
at E.

Flat

110

119
135

193

0.77x0.67

0.42

Circular

Steep &
irregular
at N, steep
& concave
elsewhere

Concave

194

Stakehole
Cooking pit

Cooking pit
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Con- Dimentext sions (m)

Depth
(m)

Shape in
plan

Sides

Base

Filled
with

Fill description

Type

12

0.17

Subcircular

Vertical &
smooth at
NE, steep
& smooth
at SW and
NW, steep
& irregular
at SE

Flat

5

Dark grey brown soft
clayey silt with moderate
flecks, small and medium
pieces of charcoal
Mid red brown soft clayey
silt with moderate fine
and occasional medium
pebbles
Mid grey brown soft
clayey silt with moderate
pebbles and occasional
flecks and small pieces of
charcoal
Mid yellow grey firm
clayey silt with occasional
pebbles and medium
stones
Dark brown grey firm
silty clay with occasional
pebbles, small stones and
flecks of charcoal
Mid brown soft clayey silt
with moderate pebbles
and small stones. Occasional medium stones.
Moderate flecks and small
pieces of charcoal

Hearth

1.3x1.1

6

11

113

0.4x0.31

0.41

Oval

Steep &
smooth

Concave

114

131

0.26x0.26

0.43

Circular

Steep &
smooth

Flat

130

56

2.9x1.9

0.35

Irregular

Steep &
smooth at
W, steep &
irregular
elsewhere

Undulating

26

Posthole
Posthole
Refuse
Pit

Table of features to the north of Structure A

Almost half of the lithic artefacts found on the site come from this area to the northeast of Structure A. Most of them were associated with the pit C.53 (8 lithics). Lithic
artefacts were also recovered from pits C.108 and C.12. Pottery was recovered from the
fills of pits C.53, C.193 and C.56.
Pit C.53 filled with C.35 and C.52
The upper fill C.35 contained two pieces of pottery, one chert flake (E3912:35:1)
and one utilized stone (E3912:35:2). The lower fill C.52 comprised two debitage flints
(E3912:52:1, E3912:52:5), flint scraper (E3912:52:2), flint blade (E3912:52:3), flint flake
(E3912:52:4), four pieces of pottery and a rubbing stone (E391252:6).
Pit C.108 filled with C.110, C.119 and c.135
The upper fill C.110 contained a polished stone axe (E3912:110:1) and a rubbing stone
E3912:110:2). The stakehole C.145 was connected with the pit.
Pit C.12 filled with C.5, C.6 and C.11
Within the basal fill C.11 was found flint debitage (E3912:11:1).
Pit C.193 filled with C.194
The fill of pit contained four pieces of pottery.
Pit C.56 filled with C.26
The pit was irregular in plan with undulating base. The shape of the feature and the
fill indicate it was a tree bowl used as a refuse pit. The fill contained 6 pieces of pottery.
The lithic assemblage from this area was dated to Middle Neolithic period. The radiocarbon date 2466-2291BC from fill of pit C.108 seems to confirm it.
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Group 8 Features to the west of the houses
Six postholes (C.58, C.33, C.31, C.48, C.71 and C.79), one stakehole (C.74) and four pits
(C.29, C.59, C.16 and C.75) were located to the west of Structure A and north-west of
Structure B.
Con- Dimensions Depth
text (m)
(m)

Shape in
plan

Sides

Base

Filled Fill description
with

Type

58

Oval

Steep &
smooth

Flat

49

Dark brown grey firm clay
with occasional pebbles,
moderate small stones and
occasional flecks of charcoal
Mid yellow brown firm
sandy clay with moderate
pebbles, occasional small
stones and flecks of charcoal
Mid brown grey firm sandy
clay with moderate fine and
occasional medium pebbles

Posthole

0.44x0.39

0.34

57

33

0.46x0.22

0.13

Irregular

31

0.22x0.18

0.3

Oval

79

0.24x0.28

0.26

Oval

71

0.29x0.21

0.28

Oval

48

0.49x0.3

0.38

Oval

74

0.14x0.14

0.22

Circular

59

0.8x0.8

0.35

Subcircular

Steep &
smooth at
N, moderate and
concave
elsewhere
Vertical &
smooth
Vertical &
smooth
Steep &
smooth
Steep &
concave
at NE
and SW,
moderate &
concave
at SE,
vertical &
smooth at
NW

Concave

34

Concave

32

Mid brown grey firm sandy
clay

Posthole

Flat

78

Mid grey brown firm clay
with moderate pebbles

Posthole

Concave
Concave

72

Mid brown firm sandy clay
with moderate pebbles
Mid grey brown compact
clayey sand with occasional
pebbles, small stones and
flecks of charcoal
Dark brown black compact
clayey sand with occasional
pebbles. Frequent small
pieces and moderate medium pieces of charcoal
Mid brown grey compact
clayey sand with occasional
pebbles, small stones and
flecks of charcoal

Posthole
Posthole

Vertical &
smooth
Moderate &
concave

Concave

74

Concave

60

Mid grey brown firm sandy
silt with occasional pebbles.

61

Mid grey black soft clayey
silt with occasional pebbles
and moderate flecks and
small pieces of charcoal
Mid grey orange stiff silty
clay with occasional pebbles.

47

50

51

67
68

Yellow brown firm silty clay

Posthole

Stakehole
Pit

Mid brown grey soft clayey
silt with occasional pebbles
and flecks and small pieces
of charcoal

67
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16

0.65x0.54

0.14
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Oval

Moderate &
concave

Concave

15

Mid grey black soft sandy silt
with occasional pebbles and
frequent flecks and small
pieces, moderate medium
pieces of charcoal
Mid yellow grey firm clayey
silt with occasional pebbles,
small and medium stones
and moderate flecks of
charcoal
Mid grey brown loose clayey
sand with no inclusions

17

75

29

1.37x0.7

0.42x0.31

0.28

0.07

Oval

Oval

Steep &
stepped at
N, steep
& convex
at S,
vertical &
smooth
at W,
gentle &
concave
at E
Gentle &
concave

Flat

Concave

76

77

Light brown yellow compact
sandy clay with no inclusions

30

Mid brown grey soft sandy
clay with moderate fine and
occasional medium pebbles

Pit

Pit

Pit

Table of features to the west of the houses

Pit C.16 filled with C.15 and C.17
In the basal fill (C.17) of the pit had been found lustred chert core (E3912:17:1) dated
to the Middle Neolithic period. The pit was situated c. 3m to the west of structure A.

Group 9 Features not connected with the houses
Subgroup 9a Features in the centre of the site
Thirteen pits (C.297, C.207, C.217, C.220, C.215, C.223, C.229, C.221, C.307, C.325,
C.322, C.298 and C.225), three hearths (C.300, C.316 and C.214), seven stakeholes (C.22,
C.310, C.317, C.318, C.319, C.320 and C.321), two postholes (C.304 and C.309) and layer
C.197 were situated in the central part of the site.
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Con- Dimensions Depth
text (m)
(m)

Shape in Sides
plan

Base

Filled Fill description
with

297

0.22x0.22

0.08

Circular

Irregular

296

Dark grey brown soft sandy clay
with occasional pebbles and
flecks, small and medium pieces
of charcoal

207

0.5x0.5

0.35

Circular

Flat

202

217

0.79x0.5

0.35

Circular

Flat

218

Mid grey brown friable silty clay
with occasional small stones and
moderate medium stones
Mid brown loose silty sand with
moderate pebbles and occasional
small stones

Gentle &
smooth at
E, steep
& smooth
elsewhere
Vertical &
smooth
Steep &
concave

Drumbaun-E3912
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Con- Dimensions Depth
text (m)
(m)

Shape in Sides
plan

Base

Filled Fill description
with

220

Oval

Concave

209

0.8x0.46

0.54

215

0.74x0.45

0.4

Irregular

223

0.6x0.48

0.15

Oval

229

0.98x0.56

0.29

Irregular

Steep &
irregular
at NW
and NE,
vertical &
smooth
at SE,
vertical &
irregular at
SW
Moderate &
concave at
S, vertical
& concave
elsewhere
Moderate
& concave
Steep &
irregular

219

Concave

216

Mid brown soft clay with occasional pebbles, small stones and
flecks of charcoal

Concave

224

Concave

227

Mid brown loose silty sand with
occasional pebbles and moderate
small pieces of charcoal
Mid brown grey firm sandy clay
with occasional pebbles and small
stones
Mid yellow brown firm sandy
clay with moderate pebbles and
small stones
Light yellow brown soft clay
with moderate pebbles and small
stones, occasional medium stones
and flecks of charcoal

228
221

0.8x0.68

0.2

Irregular

307

0.65x0.5

0.3

Oval

325

0.66x0.47

0.19

Sub-rectangular

322

1.2x0.8

0.24

Oval

298

0.62x0.58

0.2

Subcircular

Vertical &
concave at
N, steep &
concave at
S, moderate &
smooth at
E and W
Steep &
smooth at
N and E,
moderate
& smooth
at S and
W
Gentle &
irregular at
NE, steep
& irregular at SE,
moderate
& smooth
at SW,
gentle &
smooth at
NW
Moderate
& concave
Steep &
concave

Dark brown friable clayey silt
with occasional pebbles and
flecks of charcoal
Mid brown grey friable sandy clay
with occasional pebbles, small
stones and flecks of charcoal

Flat

230

Concave

305

306

Concave

324

Concave

323

Concave

299

Dark brown black soft silty clay
with occasional small stones and
moderate flecks and small pieces
of charcoal
Light brown soft sandy clay with
moderate pebbles and small
stones. Occasional flecks and
small pieces of charcoal
Mid brown soft sandy clay with
moderate pebbles and occasional
small stones

Dark grey brown firm sandy silt
with occasional pebbles, small
and medium stones
Dark grey brown soft sandy silt.
Sub-angular and sub-rounded
moderate fine and occasional
medium and coarse pebbles.
Moderate flecks and occasional
small pieces of charcoal.
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Con- Dimensions Depth
text (m)
(m)

Shape in Sides
plan

Base

Filled Fill description
with

225

Irregular

Undulating

226

0.27x0.23

0.13

Moderate
& concave
at E,
steep and
concave
elsewhere

Mid brown loose silty sand with
no inclusions

Table of pits in the central part of the site

Context

Dimensions (m)

Depth
(m)

Shape Sides
in plan

Base

Filled
with

Fill description

300

0.33x0.32

0.28

Circular

Concave

301

Mid brown loose silty sand with
occasional pebbles and small pieces
of charcoal
Dark black loose silty sand with
occasional small stones, moderate
medium stones and frequent large
pieces of charcoal
Dark brown very soft silty clay
with moderate pebbles, occasional
small stones and frequent flecks of
charcoal
Light yellow very soft clayey silt
with occasional pebbles
Mid brown very soft silty clay with
occasional pebbles and moderate
flecks of charcoal
Dark black brown soft sandy silt
with occasional pebbles, moderate small stones and frequent
flecks, small and medium pieces of
charcoal
Dark black soft sandy silt with
frequent pebbles, small stones and
flecks and small pieces, occasional
medium pieces of charcoal

Steep &
concave

302

316

0.63x0.4

0.12

Oval

Vertical
& smooth
at W,
moderate
&smooth
elsewhere

Flat

313

314
315

214

.84x0.64

0.32

Oval

Steep &
convex at
N, moderate &
irregular at
E, steep &
smooth at
S, vertical
& smooth
at W

Flat

213,

212

Table of hearths in the central part of the site

The radiocarbon date from heath C.214 (1042-1211AD) connects this feature with
the similarly dated hearth C.351, situated in the northeast part of the site.
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Con- Dimensions Depth
text (m)
(m)

Shape in
plan

Sides

Base

Fill description

222

0.1x0.08

0.15

Oval

Concave

Brown soft clay

310

0.12x0.1

0.27

Circular

Concave

317

0.08x0.08

0.15

Circular

318

0.14x0.11

0.25

Oval

319

0.1x0.07

0.12

Oval

320

0.11x0.09

0.1

Circular

Undercut
at W, steep
& smooth
elsewhere
Vertical &
smooth
Vertical &
smooth
Vertical &
smooth
Vertical &
smooth
Vertical &
smooth

Dark grey brown soft sandy clay with
occasional flecks of charcoal
Dark grey brown soft sandy clay with
occasional flecks of charcoal
Mid grey brown soft silty clay with
occasional flecks of charcoal
Dark grey brown soft sandy clay with
occasional flecks of charcoal
Dark grey brown soft sandy clay with
occasional flecks of charcoal

Concave
Concave
Concave
Concave

Drumbaun-E3912

321

0.11x0.08
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0.11

Oval

Vertical &
smooth

Concave

Dark grey brown soft sandy clay with
occasional flecks of charcoal

Table of stakeholes in the centre of the site

Posthole C.304 filled with C.303
The posthole was circular in plan and measured 0.18m in length by 0.17m in width
and 0.22m in depth. The break of slope at the top and at the base was sharp. The sides
were moderate and smooth at W, vertical and smooth elsewhere. The base was circular in
plan and flat in profile. The fill was mid brown very soft silty clay with occasional pebbles.
Posthole C.309 filled with C.308
The posthole was circular in plan and measured 0.4m in length by 0.4m in width
and 0.3m in depth. The break of slope at the top was sharp. The sides were vertical and
concave. The break of slope at the base was gradual. The base was circular in plan and
concave in profile. The fill was mid grey brown loose silty sand with occasional medium
and moderate large pieces of charcoal.
Layer C.197
The layer was dark brown black soft stony clay with occasional small stones and moderate flecks of charcoal. It measured 0.74m in length by 0.51m in width and 0.1m in
depth. The spread was situated close to the pits with slag.
Described features could be divided into three groups. The first group situated foremost northwest, consisted hearth C.300, pit C.297 and three stakeholes C.310, C.317 and
C.318. The second cluster was composed of hearth C.316, two pits C.307 and C.325, two
postholes C.304 and C.309 and three stakeholes C.319, C.320 and C.321. The third group
was situated close to the pits containing iron slag (Group 4). It comprised hearth C.214
and seven pits: C.217, C.215, C.225, C.223, C.229 and C.221.
The rest of the features located in the central part of the site didn’t form any obvious
pattern.

Subgroup 9b Pits in the west part of the site
Four pits (C.166, C.167, C.253 and C.263) were located close to the junction between
ditch C.251, C.162 and C.164.
166

1.35x0.56

0.33

Irregular

167

1.1x0.82

0.4

Oval

Moderate
& concave
at N, steep
& stepped
elsewhere
Vertical &
smooth

Undulating

158

Mid brown compact silty sand
with no inclusions

Flat

159

Mid yellow brown soft silt clay
with moderate pebbles and
medium stones. Frequent small
stones. Moderate flecks and small
pieces, occasional medium pieces
of charcoal
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253

0.92x0.6

0.31

Oval

263

0.6x0.3

0.4

Oval

Steep
&concave
at NE,
gentle &
concave
at SW,
vertical &
smooth at
N and S
Steep &
undercut
at N and
W, vertical
& concave
at S, steep
& concave
at E

Concave

254

Mid grey soft sandy silt with
moderate pebbles an occasional
small stones. Occasional large
stones. Moderate flecks, occasional small and medium pieces
of charcoal

Concave

264

Light brown very soft clay with
occasional pebbles and small
stones
Brown very soft clay with occasional pebbles and frequent flecks
of charcoal
Mid orange brown very soft clay
with occasional pebbles

265
266

Table of pits in the west part of the site

Pit C.167 filled with C.159
The pit was situated close to the ditch C.162. Within a fill of the pit was found a piece
of pottery and burnt rubbing stone (E3912:159:1) dated to the Bronze Age.
Pit C.253 filled with C.254
The pit was cut by ditch C.251.

Subgroup 9c Features in the northeast part of the site
One hearth C.351 and a pit C.356 were sited in the northeast part of the site, next to
the ditch C.344.
Hearth C.351 filled with 349 and 352
The hearth was sub-circular in plan and measured 0.6m in length by 0.5m in width
and 0.2m in depth. The break of slope at the top was sharp. The sides were moderate and
concave at north, steep and concave elsewhere. The break of slope at the base was gradual.
The base was sub-circular in plan and flat in profile. The upper fill C.349 was mid grey
brown loose silty sand with moderate small and medium pieces of charcoal. The basal fill
C.352 was dark brown black loose silty sand with moderate flecks and frequent small and
medium pieces of charcoal.
The radiocarbon date 1045-1215AD from one of the fills shows medieval provenience
of the hearth.
Pit C.355 filled with C.356
The pit was circular in plan. It measured 0.5m in length by 0.5m in width and 0.2m
in depth. The break of slope at the top was sharp. The sides were vertical and smooth at
north, moderate and concave elsewhere. The break of slope at the base was gradual. The
base was circular in plan and flat in profile. The fill was grey brown compact silty clay
with moderate small and medium pieces of charcoal.

Subgroup 9d Pits in the north part of the site
Five pits C.327, C.343, C.328, C.336 and C.348 and one stakehole C.339 were situated
in the north part of the site, close to the junction between ditches C.293 and C.332.
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Con- Dimensions Depth
text (m)
(m)

Shape in
plan

Sides

Base

Filled
with

Fill description

Type

327

0.57x0.55

0.19

Oval

Moderate &
smooth

Flat

326

Pit

343

0.46x0.36

0.28

Subcircular

Vertical &
smooth

Flat

342

Dark brown very soft silty
clay with occasional pebbles
and small stones. Frequent
flecks and small pieces,
occasional medium pieces
of charcoal. Frequent flecks
and small pieces, moderate
medium pieces of burnt
bone
Mid brown soft sandy silt
with occasional small stones.
Moderate flecks and small
pieces of charcoal. Occasional flecks of burnt bone

347

350

328

0.4x0.31

0.14

Oval

336

0.6x0.48

0.16

Oval

348

0.6x0.5

0.25

Subcircular

339

0.1x0.1

0.18

Circular

Pit

Dark brown soft sandy silt with
moderate flecks and small pieces
of charcoal. Moderate flecks
and small pieces and occasional
medium pieces of burnt bone
Dark red brown soft sandy silt
with moderate pebbles and
small stones. Moderate flecks,
small and medium pieces of
charcoal. Moderate flecks and
small pieces of charcoal

Moderate &
concave
at N,
steep &
concave
elsewhere
Moderate &
concave
at W,
vertical &
smooth
elsewhere

Concave

329

Mid brown soft sandy silt
with moderate pebbles and
flecks and small pieces and
occasional medium pieces of
charcoal

Pit

Flat

337

Mid yellow brown soft silty
clay with occasional pebbles
and small stones. Occasional
flecks, moderate small and
occasional medium pieces of
charcoal

Pit

338

Mid brown grey soft silty clay
with occasional pebbles, small
stones and flecks, moderate
small and occasional medium
pieces of charcoal

Vertical &
smooth
Steep &
smooth
at W,
vertical &
smooth
elsewhere

Flat

346

Tapered
pointed

339

Mid brown loose silty sand
with occasional small pieces
of charcoal
Mid brown soft silty clay

Pit
Stakehole

Table of features in the north part of the site
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Lithic artefacts report

Farina Sternke

Introduction
Twenty-seven lithic finds from the archaeological investigations of a multi-period site at
Drumbaun 2, Co. Offaly were presented for analysis (Table 1). The finds are associated
with two cremation pits, two circular houses with associated pits and post holes, and a
number of other pits and ditches.

Methodology
All lithic artefacts are examined visually and catalogued using Microsoft Excel. The following details are recorded for each artefact which measures at least 2 cm in length or
width: context information, raw material type, artefact type, the presence of cortex, artefact condition, length, with and thickness measurements, fragmentation and the type of
retouch (where applicable). The technological criteria recorded are based on the terminology and technology presented in Inizan et al. 1999. The general typological and morphological classifications are based on Woodman et al. 2006. Struck lithics smaller than 2 cm
are classed as debitage and not analysed further, unless they represent pieces of technological or typological significance, e.g. cores etc. The same is done with natural chunks.

Quantification
The lithics are nine flaked pieces of flint, four flaked piece of chert, one modified piece of
rhyolite, one utilised quartz pebble and eleven modified pieces of quartzite (Table 1). In
addition, one natural chunk of chert was also presented for analysis.
Twenty-three artefacts are larger than 2 cm in length and width were therefore recorded in detail.

Provenance
The lithic artefacts were recovered from the subsoil and various pit, post hole and ditch
fills.

Condition:
The lithics survive in variable condition (Table 2). The lustre observed on one artefact
(E3912:17:1) is a direct result of its exposure to heat, i.e. it did not directly come into
contact with fire, but was perhaps strewn around a hearth/fire. Thirteen artefacts are
incomplete and four artefacts (E3912:2:1, E3912:52:4, E3912:158:1 and E3912:191:2) bear
the remnants of cortex.

74

2
2
2
11
17
35
35
52
52

52
52
52
52
110
110
134
140
142

158
159
163
191
191
234
254
326
333

Find Number

E3912:52:3
E3912:52:4
E3912:52:5
E3912:52:6
E3912:110:1
E3912:110:2
E3912:134:1
E3912:140:1
E3912:142:1

E3912:158:1
E3912:159:1
E3912:163:1
E3912:191:1
E3912:191:2
E3912:234:1
E3912:254:1
E3912:326:1
E3912:333:1

Material

Chert
Quartzite
Quartzite
Flint
Flint
Quartz
Quartzite
Chert
Quartzite

Blade
Flake
Debitage
Rubbing Stone?
Polished Stone Axe
Rubbing Stone
Rubbing Stone
Utilised Stone?
Quern Stone
Fragment?
Flake
Rubbing Stone
Rubbing Stone
Blade
Flake
Rubbing Stone?
Rubbing Stone
Natural Chunk
Hone Stone
No
Yes

Yes

No
Yes

33
201
141
36
28
57
114
142

Burnt

92
75
87
81
60
166

Burnt
Slightly Weathered
Burnt
Burnt
Burnt
Burnt
Reasonably Fresh
Burnt
Burnt
Burnt
Slightly Patinated
Burnt
Burnt

21
22

37

Burnt
Slightly Patinated

Slightly Patinated

24
30
50

51

34
120
83
13
16
53
74

60
57
83
69
52
93

12
13

20

22
25
43

20

9
91
44
4
7
31
36

44
26
35
57
40
57

3
4

8

8
8
21

11
6
42

No

Yes
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
No

Yes
No
No
No
No
No

No
Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
No
No

No

No
No
No
No
No
No
No

No
No
No
No
No
No

proximal direct low
angle, right, left
edge, distal direct
semiabrupt
No
No

No
No
No

No
No
No

Retouch

Flint
Flint
Flint
Quartzite
Rhyolite
Quartzite
Quartzite
Quartzite
Quartzite

Type
No

Cortex
Lustred
Weathered
Burnt

Condition

No
No

Length (mm)
38
23
64

Width (mm)

46
22
94

Thickn. (mm)

Slightly Rolled
Patinated
Burnt

Complete

Yes
No

Middle

Middle
Middle

Middle

Middle
Middle

Middle
Middle

Medieval

Early

Neolithic
Middle
Bronze Age
Bronze Age
Mesolithic
Early
Neolithic
Middle
Neolithic/BA
Neolithic/BA

Bronze Age

Neolithic
Neolithic
Neolithic
Bronze Age

Neolithic
Neolithic

Neolithic

Neolithic
Neolithic

Neolithic
Neolithic

Period

Flake
Flake
Utilised Stone?
Debitage
Core?
Flake
Utilised Stone?
Debitage
Retouched Artefact

Sub-Period

Chert
Flint
Quartzite
Flint
Chert
Chert
Quartzite
Flint
Flint

High

High
High
Medium
High
Medium
Low
Medium

Medium

Low
Medium
Medium
Medium

Medium
Medium

Medium

Low
Low

High
Low

Reliabilty

Table 1   Composition of the Lithic Assemblage from Drumbaun 2 (E3912)

Context

E3912:2:1
E3912:2:2
E3912:2:3
E3912:11:1
E3912:17:1
E3912:35:1
E3912:35:2
E3912:52:1
E3912:52:2

Drumbaun-E3912
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Condition
Reasonably Fresh
Slightly Patinated
Patinated
Slightly Weathered
Weathered
Slightly Rolled
Burnt
Lustred
Total

Archaeological Excavation Report

Amount
1
3
1
1
1
1
14
1
23

Table 2   Assemblage Condition from Drumbaun 2 (E3912)

Technology/Morphology:
The artefacts represent five types of flaking products including one retouched artefact and
thirteen various macro tools (Table 3).
Type
Core
Blade
Flake
Debitage
Retouched Artefact
Macro Tools
Total

Amount
1
2
6
3
1
13
26

Table 3   Assemblage Composition from Drumbaun 2 (E3912)

Cores

The only possible core (E3912:17:1) identified in the assemblage is made of chert. It may
be a bipolar example which was produced on a flake. The core measures 24 mm long,
22 mm wide and 8 mm thick. It may date to the Middle Neolithic period based on its
technology.
Blades

The two blades (E3912:52:3 and E3912:191:1) recovered at this site are made of flint. Blade
E3912:52:3 was produced on a bipolar core and measures 21 mm in length, 12 mm in
width and 3 mm in thickness. It probably also dates to the Middle Neolithic period.
Blade E3912:191:1 was produced on a single-platform blade core with a soft stone
hammer. It is missing its distal end and measures 36 mm long, 13 mm wide and 4 mm
thick. This blade is almost certainly Early Mesolithic in origin.
Flakes

The six flakes in the assemblage are three flint flakes (E3912:2:2, E3912:52:4 and
E3912:191:2) and three chert flakes (E3912:2:1, E3912:35:1 and E3912:158:1). Two flakes
(E3912:52:4 and E3912:191:2) appear to have been produced using the bipolar method.
The remaining four flakes appear to be platform examples.
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The flakes rarely exceed 35 mm in length (Fig. 1), the majority measuring between
20 mm and 35 mm long. They most likely date to the Middle Neolithic period based on
their technology and morphology.
40
35

Width (mm)

30
25
20
15
10
5
0
0

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

40

45

50

Length (mm)

Core

Blade

Flake

Retouched Artefact

Figure 1   Dimensions (mm) of the Cores, Blades, Flakes and Retouched Artefacts from Drumbaun 2
(E3912)

Debitage

The presence of three pieces of flint debitage (E3912:11:1, E3912:52:1 and E3912:52:5) suggests that knapping/tool resharpening may have taken place at the site.

Retouched Artefacts:
The only retouched artefact (E3912:52:2) in this assemblage is made of flint and is a medium-sized convex end scraper. It was produced on a single-platform flake and measures
37 mm long, 20 mm wide and 8 mm thick. This artefact probably dates to the Middle
Neolithic period based on its morphology and technology.

Macro Tools:
A total of thirteen macro tools were recovered during the excavations. Eleven macro tools
are made of quartzite, one is made of quartz and another is made of rhyolite. The macro
tools can be divided into five groups: one polished stone axe, one hone stone, six rubbing
stones, three possible utilised stones and one possible quern stone fragment.
Unfortunately, no detailed research into the use of macro tools, particularly rubbing
and hammer stones, in Irish prehistory has so far been undertaken.
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Polished Stone Axes

The polished stone axe (E3912:110:1) is made of rhyolite and is a short, thick butted example with a straight edge. It measures 75 mm long, 57 mm wide and 26 mm thick. It
short size may be the result of repeated re-working and re-sharpening. The axe edge shows
typical wear damage. The axe dates to the Neolithic period, most likely to the Middle
Neolithic.
Hone Stones

One hone stone (E3912:333:1) was identified in the assemblage. It is an elongated, rectangular example which is extensively flattened and smoothened on all sides. The hone stone
measure 142 mm in length, 51 mm in width and 20 mm in thickness. It most likely dates
the Early Medieval period.
Rubbing Stones

The five rubbing stones (E3912:110:2, E3912:134:1, E3912:159:1, E3912:163:1 and
E3912:254:1) and two further possible examples (E3912:52:6 and E3912:234:1) are flattened and smoothened on at least one side/surface. One possible example (E3912:234:1) is
made of quartz, while the remaining six stones are all made of quartzite.
Some of the rubbing stones are most likely associated with food production, e.g.
manos. Rubbing stone E3912:159:1 appears to be a large mano. It is loaf shaped and
smoothened on all sides. It measures 201 mm long, 120 mm wide and 91mm thick.
The other rubbing stones measure between 57 mm and 141 mm long (Fig. 2).
Many of the rubbing stone are probably Bronze Age in date.
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Figure 2   Dimensions (mm) of the Macro Tools from Drumbaun 2 (E3912)
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Utilised Stones

The three stones (E3912:2:3, E3912:35:2 and E3912:140:1) are burnt and heavily damaged,
but show no immediate signs of use. They may have been utilised for an unknown task.
Quern Stone Fragments

One possible quern stone fragments (E3912:142:1) was recovered at the site. It bears one
smoothened surface and measures 166 mm long, 93 mm wide and 57 mm thick. It most
likely dates to the Bronze Age.

Dating:
The assemblage has to be regarded typologically and technologically as a palimpsest including Early Mesolithic, Middle Neolithic, Bronze Age and medieval elements.
It can therefore be divided into four groups: (1) one flint blades is Early Mesolithic
in origin and represents a residual component at this site; (2) the polished stone axe and
the majority of the artefact component, i.e. the possible core, the other blade, the flakes,
debitage and the scraper most likely date to the second half of the Neolithic (Middle)
period; (3) the majority of rubbing stones and the quern stone fragment appear to date to
the Bronze Age occupation of the site and; (4) the hone stone is most likely Early medieval
in date.

Comparative Material
Similar assemblages were recovered at the nearby sites of Busherstown 1 (E3661), Co. Offaly and Park 1 (3659), Co. Tipperary.
Summary
The lithic finds from the archaeological excavation at Drumbaun 2, Co. Offaly are t
nine flaked pieces of flint, four flaked piece of chert, one modified piece of rhyolite, one
utilised quartz pebble, eleven modified pieces of quartzite and one natural chunk of chert.
The flaked assemblage contains a possible chert core, two flint blades, six flakes, three
pieces of chert debitage and one convex end scraper. In addition, thirteen macro tools
including one polished stone axe, one hone stones and seven rubbing stones were also
recovered at this site.
The assemblage is technologically and typologically diagnostic and comprises artefacts from the Early Mesolithic (one residual flint blade), the second half of the Neolithic
(most likely Middle) period (the possible core, the flakes, convex end scraper and polished
stone axe), the Bronze Age (the rubbing stones and the quern stone fragment) and the
medieval period (the hones stone).
The presence of the possible core, the flakes and the debitage suggests that a limited
lithic production took place at the site during the second half of the Neolithic period.
This site makes a moderate contribution to the evidence for prehistoric and medieval
settlement and land use in Co. Offaly.
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Plant remains report

By Penny Johnston

Introduction
This report details the results of preliminary assessment work carried out on sieved samples from Drumbaun 2, Co. Tipperary (E3912). The site comprised two cremation pits,
two circular structures and associated occupation.

Methodology
The samples were collected on site as bulk soil and were processed using machine-assisted floatation (following guidelines in Pearsall 2000). The floating material (or ‘flot’)
from each sample was collected in a stack of geological sieves (the smallest mesh size was
250mm). When all the carbonised material was collected the flot was then air-dried in
paper-lined drying trays prior to storage in airtight plastic bags. The samples were scanned
and identified under low-powered magnification (x 10 to x 40) using a binocular microscope. Nomenclature and taxonomic order follows Stace (1997).

Results
The results of preliminary scanning are presented in Table 1 at the end of this report.
Identifications are presented in Table 2. A total of 38 samples were scanned. Seeds were
present in 15 samples.

Plant types
Hazelnut shell fragments were found in 12 of the samples, with 1041 fragments counted.
Hazelnut shell fragments are frequent finds in Irish archaeological sites. Their frequency
is due partly to the fact that they were collected, eaten and used frequently in the past. It
is also partly due to the taphonomic factors that govern the preservation of hazelnut shells
(as outlined in Monk 2000, 74 – 75). Firstly, they have a dense cellular structure, which
means that they are slow to decay. In addition, the nut shell fragments are waste, and the
shells were broken open and thrown in the fire. The fact that they were often discarded in
hearths means that they were very likely to come into contact with fire and were therefore
frequently carbonised and preserved.
The cereals from this site were identified as oat, barley and wheat. However, these were
generally only recovered in small quantities. Apart from one rich sample from a hearth
C.351 only one grain of each type (oat, barley and wheat) were recovered from the other
samples. An additional grain of cereal was also recovered from these samples but it was
not identifiable to type (‘Ceralia’). A small variety of weed seeds were also found, but usually also only recovered as single items. These were generally found in deposits associated
with the Bronze Age structures (A and B) and from outlying contexts to the north-west
of these structures.
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A total of two samples with plant remains (from post-holes C.95 and C.137) were
taken from Structure A, but the results were extremely poor, with only two hazelnut
shell fragments recovered and a single weed seed (Black bindweed). Four samples from a
group of hearths (C.12 and C.193) and pits (C.53 and C.108) found just to the north-east
of Structure A contained seeds, identified as 66 fragments of hazelnut shells, one weed
seed (Cleaver) and a single barley grain. Once again these plant remains were very sparse,
but concentrated, in this area of the site. The remains were probably distributed from the
hearths in this area of the house.
The results from Structure B were similarly sparse, taken from the post-holes (C.63
and C.275) and a hearth (C.239). The results included two fragments of hazelnut shell
fragments, four weed seeds and a single oat grain. The recovery of oat grains is unusual, though not unknown from Bronze Age round houses and it is possible that these
may sometimes be intrusive (Johnston 2006). On the other hand, McClatchie (2007,
65) argues that the role of oats (wild oats) in the Bronze Age plant economy is perhaps
underestimated.
The sparse recovery of charred plant remains associated with prehistoric round houses
is a feature of a number of sites from the route of the N7 Castletown to Nenagh, for
example at sites such as Moatquarter (Johnston 2010a) and Drumroe (Johnston 2010b).
These results indicate that only very small quantities of domestic debris and food evidence
were left at these sites. It is likely that large caches of charred grain are only recovered
when stored crops are accidentally burnt. The small quantities of charred material from
most contexts excavated at Drumbaun 2 indicates that at this site, as at Moatquarter and
Drumroe, these are the remains of piecemeal charring during cooking and domestic
activity. Large caches of burnt grain generally only accumulate at prehistoric house sites
when stored crops burnt during an accident or a catastrophe.
A small quantity of plant remains were recovered from features were found in five
samples from the central area of the site. This included three hearths, C.199, C.214 and
C.300 and two pits C.309 and C.307. The remains included a total of 35 fragments of
hazelnut shell fragments. A single grain of wheat was also recovered as well as a single
indeterminate grain and a single weed seed.
The richest sample from this site was recovered from a hearth C.351 found near a
boundary ditch near the eastern part of the site. As the majority of the cereal grains from
the sample were identified as oat (21 grains) and a tiny quantity of barley (2 grains). If
oats were used in prehistory, they were wild, uncultivated varieties, since the cultivated
oat (Avena sativa) was not developed until the medieval period, and the deliberate cultivation of oat in Ireland appears to have commenced during the early medieval period (Kelly
1998). Unfortunately, it is impossible to distinguish between wild and cultivated varieties
of oat in samples where floret bases are not present (these were not found at Drumbaun).
The amount of grain in this sample, albeit small, suggests that it was cultivated and if this
is the case it implies that this context is not prehistoric. It could, however, date to any time
from the early medieval period onwards.
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Table 1
Sample
2

Context
13

Charcoal
Low

Seeds
Absent

Percentage
100

3

5

Low

Low

100

5

7

Low

Absent

100

10

18

Low

Absent

100

25

45

Low

Absent

100

27

52

Low

Low

100

30

40

Low

Absent

100

31

64

Low

Low

100

36

62

Low

Absent

100

39

70

Medium

Absent

100

40

92

Low

Absent

100

42

104

Low

Absent

100

44

94

Medium

Low

100

54

110

Medium

Medium

100

59

136

Low

Low

100

62

149

Low

Absent

100

68

168

Low

Absent

100

70

194

Low

Medium

100

71

200

Absent

Absent

100

75

206

Absent

Absent

100

76

203

Low

Low

100

79

204

Medium

Absent

100

83

213

Medium

Low

100

91

234

Medium

Absent

100

92

232

Medium

Low

100

98

257

Low

Absent

100

100

260

Low

Absent

100

101

254

Medium

Absent

100

102

261

Medium

Absent

100

105

273

Low

Low

100

106

276

Low

Absent

100

107

284

Low

Absent

100

114

302

Medium

Low

100

116

308

Low

Low

100

117

305

High

Low

100

120

313

Low

Absent

100

135

352

High

High

100

149

331

Low

Absent

100

A = Absent, L = Low, M = Medium and H = High
Table 1: Scanned samples from Drumbaun 2, Co. Tipperary (E3912)
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3
4

Sample

Hazelnut shell fragments (Corylus avellana L.)
Indeterminate seeds from the goosefoot family (Chenopodiaceae)
Black bindweed (Fallopia convolvulus (L.) Á. Löve)
Indeterminate seeds from the Knotgrass family (Polygonaceae)
Bramble: blackberry drubes (Rubus fructicosus L.)
Hawthorn: haw stones (Crataegus monogyna Jacq.)
Plantain (Plantago L. species)
Cleavers (Galium aparine L.)
Oat grains (Avena L. species)
Barley grains (Hordeum vulgare L.)
Wheat grains (Triticum L. species)
Indeterminate cereal grains (Ceralia)
Annual rye-grass (Poa annua L.)
Indeterminate grass seeds (Poaceae)
Indeterminate weed seeds

Table 2: Identified plant remains from Drumbaun, Co. Tipperary (E3912)

12
5

Cut
Context
1

27

53
52

1

1

31

63
64

1

1

44

95
94
24

54

108
110
1

59

137
136

1

1

37

70

193
194

1

76

199
203
30

83

214
213

1

1

1

1

92

239
232

1

105

275
273

1

1

114

300
302

1

116

309
308
4

117

307
305

3
4
1
12

67
4
4
1
4
21
2

936
3

135

351
352
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Cut
12
53
63
95
108
137
193
199
214
239
275
300
309
307
351

Context
5
52
64
94
110
136
194
203
213
232
273
302
308
305
352

Sample
3
27
31
44
54
59
70
76
83
92
105
114
116
117
135
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Feature type
Hearth
Pit
Post-hole
Post-hole
Pit
Post-hole
Hearth
Hearth
Hearth
Hearth
Post-hole
Hearth
Pit
Pit
Hearth

Location
Near Str A
Near Str A
Str B
Str A
Near Str A
Str A
Near Str A
Central area
Central area
Str B
Str B
Central area
Central area
Central area
Near boundary

Str = Structure
Table 3: Location of samples that contained plant remains
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Appendix 6 Pottery report
Helen Roche and Eoin Grogan

Summary
The site produced a small assemblage representing three Early Neolithic carinated bowls
and two Middle Bronze Age domestic vessels (weight: 124g).

Early Neolithic carinated bowls:
A rim fragment and three bodysherds representing three Early Neolithic carinated vessels
were recovered from the fill of pits during the excavation (see Table 1). Vessels of this
type in Ireland usually have deep bowls and neutral or open profiles, i.e. where the shoulder diameter is equal to or less than that of the rim. They represent the earliest type of
Neolithic pottery in Ireland (Case 1961: ‘Dunmurry-Ballymarlagh styles’; Sheridan 1995:
‘classic’ carinated bowls). Dated sites indicate that this pottery style was current during
the period c. 3900–3600 BC.
Most of the rim surface representing Vessel 1 is missing but it appeared to be outturned and rounded. The orange-brown fabric from all three coil-built vessels is thinwalled (6.3mm–8.8mm thick), friable and somewhat weathered with a medium content of
mainly quartzite inclusions. The exterior surfaces were originally smoothed and Vessel 2
shows evidence for burnishing; however, it is probable that all were originally finished in
this fashion, where the surfaces were carefully smoothed over with the fingers or a smooth
implement. Then, when the clay was dry, but before firing, the pots were
burnished, probably by rubbing with a smooth stone or leather cloth, to provide an even
finer finish.

Discussion
Early Neolithic pottery similar to Drumbaun 2 has a broad distribution patter throughout the country with the main concentration extending from north-east Ulster, through
north Leinster and across into mid Munster (Grogan and Roche 2010, illus. 2). In the region under discussion, small assemblages similar to the pottery from Drumbaun 2, were
identified at Cullenwaine 1, Co. Offaly, an excavation further east along the N7 (Roche
and Grogan 2011). Other recent discoveries of this type of pottery were found to the
south of the region on excavations carried out prior to the construction of the Fermoy to
Mitchelstown Bypass; at Ballynamona 2, Ballinglanna North 3, Caherdrinny 3, Gortnahown 2 and Gortore 1b, all in Co. Cork (Roche and Grogan 2009a-e). Small assemblages
were also found at Gortmakellis, Monadreela and Boscabell during the excavation of sites
on the N8 Cashel Bypass; and on the N8 Rathcormac to Fermoy Bypass at Curraghprevin 3, Co. Cork (Grogan and Roche 2007a; 2007b). Large assemblages are also known
from Lough Gur, Co. Limerick, at Circles J, K, L and Site 10 (Grogan and Eogan 1987,
figs 15, 20, 27, 40–41, 67), and Site C (Ó Ríordáin 1954, fig. 11), Co. Limerick.
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Vessel
1
2
3
4
5
Total

Type
Early Neolithic carinated bowl
Early Neolithic carinated bowl
Early Neolithic carinated bowl
Middle Bronze Age domestic
Middle Bronze Age domestic

Archaeological Excavation Report

Context
26
26
52
35, 194
159

Rim
1
0
0
0
0
1

Body
0
2
1
3
1
7

Weight
6g
7g
8g
44g
59g
124g

Table 1. Prehistoric pottery details from Drumbaun 2 (E3912).

Middle Bronze Age domestic vessels
A small assemblage consisting of four bodysherds representing two flat-based domestic
vessels were found within pit fills. The raised cordon on the sherd representing Vessel 5
indicates an influence from the broad funerary cordoned urn tradition. The domestic
variety is generally similar in form and fabric to funerary vessels but are well made and
finished and the decoration, where present, is more haphazardly applied; such vessels date
to the latter stages of the Middle Bronze Age c. 1400–1150 BC.
The orange-brown fabric from the two vessels is friable and with a slightly chalky
texture. The sherds are weathered but the exterior surface of the sherd representing Vessel 5 had originally been smoothed. The fabric is thick-walled ranging from 10.8mm to
13.7mm thick. Slight traces of carbonised residue are present on the interior surface.

Discussion
Middle Bronze Age domestic vessels are known from a number of settlement sites in this
region of the country, including Gortnahown 3, uncovered during the excavation of sites
on the Fermoy to Mitchelstown Bypass and at Ballyveelish and Chancellorsland, Co.
Tipperary (Roche and Grogan 2009f; Doody 1987; 2008). Examples have also been recognised at Lough Gur, Co. Limerick, Sites C, D (Ó Ríordáin 1954, 333–40 and 392–94,
figs 18.7–9, 19.1–6, 34.26, pl. 34), Circle L and Site 10 (Grogan and Eogan 1987, 405 and
449–51, figs 45.891, 68.893–11). Vessels of this type have also been found at Ballinaspig
More 5, Ballincollig, Co. Cork (Danaher 2004; Grogan and Roche 2004), , and Rathcormack, Co. Cork (Purcell 2003; Roche 2004).
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Catalogue
The excavation number E3912 is omitted throughout; only the deposit number followed
by the find number is included.
Where the pottery is listed in the catalogue the context numbers are in bold: e.g.
bodysherds: 26:1.
Sherd numbers incorporating a forward slash indicates joining sherds, e.g. 24/26. The
colour reference refers to the outer surface/core/inner surface, e.g. orange/grey/black. The
thickness refers to an average dimension; where relevant a thickness range is indicated.
Vessel numbers have been allocated to pottery where some estimation of the form of
the pot is possible, or where the detailed evidence of featured sherds (e.g. rims, shoulders)
or the fabric indicates separate vessels.

Early Neolithic Carinated Bowls
Vessel 1. Represented by a fragmented rim 26:1.
Most of the rim is missing but it appears to be out-turned and rounded. Thin-walled,
somewhat friable fabric with a medium content of quartzite inclusions (≤ 2.9mm). The
sherds is weathered but had been originally smoothed. Colour: orange-brown throughout. Thickness: 8.8mm. Weight: 6g.
Vessel 2. Represented by two small bodysherds 26:2a and b.
Thin-walled somewhat friable fabric with a medium content of inclusions (≤ 1.7mm).
The sherds are weathered but the exterior surface of one of the sherds shows that the
bowl had been burnished. Colour: brown-orange throughout. Thickness: 7.1–8.7mm.
Weight: 7g.
Vessel 3. Represented by a bodysherd 52:7.
Thin-walled, good quality but friable fabric with a medium content of inclusions (≤
2.9mm). The surfaces are weathered but would have been originally smooth. Colour:
dark orange throughout. Thickness: 6.3mm. Weight: 8g.

Middle Bronze Age domestic vessels
Vessel 4. Represented by three bodysherds 35:3, 4; 194:1 (probably from the same vessel).
Medium thick-walled, somewhat chalky textured fabric with a high content of inclusions (≤ 3.8mm). The sherds are weathered and little of the original exterior surface
survives. Colour: orange-brown throughout. Thickness: 10.8–11.6mm. Weight: 44g.
Vessel 5. Represented by a bodysherd with a raised cordon 159:2.
Thick-walled friable fabric with a high content of large stone inclusions (≤ 8.1mm).
The sherd is weathered but the exterior surface had originally been smoothed. Slight
traces of carbonised residue are present on the interior surface. Colour: orange-brown
throughout. Thickness: 13.7mm. Weight: 59g.
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Appendix 7 Archaeometallurgy report
by Tim Young

Abstract
The assemblage includes a total of 2.8kg of archaeometallurgical residues, mainly or possibly entirely, from the working of iron (smithing). Residues were contained with a small
feature (c201), which may have been the smithing hearth, a larger feature (c199) which
contains material possibly from the smithy floor and a third pit (c211) which contains
isolated slag blocks. The material from c204, the fill of c211, includes some pieces which
may possibly (but not certainly) be from iron smelting.
In summary the site appears to have had some small-scale iron working, probably
blacksmithing (the end use of iron), with the activity dated by C14 to the 11th-12th
centuries.
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Methods
All investigated materials were examined visually, using a low-powered lens where necessary. All items were logged to a database (Table 1). As an evaluation, the materials were
not subjected to any high-magnification optical inspection, nor to any other form of instrumental analysis. The identifications of materials in this report are therefore necessarily
limited and must be regarded as provisional.

Results
Description of the residues
Iron slag

The iron slags were mainly represented by rather small pieces of flow lobes and other
droplets, suggestive of material that had flowed with the fuel bed of a hearth or furnace.
Such materials are not particularly variable between those formed in smelting furnaces
and those formed in smithing hearth, but associated material demonstrates the latter is
the case here.
Unusually for a site involved in iron-working there are no certain smithing hearth
cakes (SHCs). An example from c203, weighs 156g and shows a two-layered slag piece,
50 by 70mm and 40mm deep. The surface shows considerable accreted material and it is
unclear what lies below this surface. It is possible the entire piece is accreted material with
a form just fortuitously resembling an SHC.
A second possible SHC (394g) comes from c204 and is a sub-circular dense piece
of slag about 80mm in diameter, from which descend some obliquely-oriented dense
descending prills of slag, 70mm deep, between which are the remains of large charcoal
pieces. Such a piece most closely resembles part of the large slag cake formed in a slagpit
iron smelting furnace (sometimes termed a furnace bottom).
If either of these possible examples is an SHC, then the weights are well within the
typical size of SHCs from early iron blacksmithing in Ireland and are not indicative of
age.
Smithing “floor”

Much of the material, particularly from pit c199, was in the form of accreted deposits
bearing slag blebs and prills (sometimes apparently crushed), much fine scale charcoal and
possibly other mineralised plant remains (twigs, straw...?), together with variable amounts
of hammerscale. Such accretionary material is commonly found within the floor deposits
of smithies, or waste deposits formed from the clearing of such floors. Often the accretionary fragments have formed through localised cementation around pieces of weathering iron metal, and so may be merely the large fragments, retrievable by hand-picking,
within deposits which may be rich in these components in an unconsolidated form.
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Oxidised fired clay

A single fragment of oxidised-fired vitrified ceramic from c204 is probably a sherd from a
tuyère. The two original faces of this fragment are oriented at 80 degrees, with one surface
being slagged, the other merely vitrified and pale (probably representing the influence of
the workpiece generating an iron-rich slag on the face of the tuyère, whereas the side is
glazed under the influence of the charcoal ash). In this instance the vitrified face is planar
– suggesting the use of a tuyère of semi-elliptical cross section, as appears to have been the
case with many medieval tuyères (although good complete examples of this form have yet
to be documented).
Microresidues

The samples contain small quantities of hammerscale bound into the accretions. The observed hammerscale is dominantly of the flake variety, with little or no certain spheroidal
hammerscale. The small spheroids that were found all showed imperfections suggesting they were drips within the hearth rather than air-chilled spatter. Flake hammerscale
forms readily through the oxidation of the workpiece when the hot iron is exposed to air,
and becomes detached from the workpiece either because melting slag films within the
oxide layer break its link to the underlying metal, or by through the stresses of differential
cooling or differential plasticity when the smith hammers the iron. Flake hammerscale
falls from the workpiece and so accumulates close to the anvil or within the hearth.
Context c200 also contained examples of slag flats, which are thin films of slag that
form on the surface of the workpiece. They are characteristic of the working of iron in a
hearth with a ceramic tuyère or blowhole and were also abundant at Coolamurry (Young
2006).

Distribution of the residues
The material derived from three closely adjacent pits: c199, c201 and c211.
Pit c201 was had an irregular cut, measuring 0.6m by 0.3 by 0.15m deep. It was
described by the excavators as a hearth. It had a lower deposit of loose red sand (c206),
overlain by an upper charcoal-rich fill, c200, which contained approximately 270g of slag.
This assemblage comprised probable hearth slags, slag flats, coffee bean spheroids and rare
hammerscale. This material would be consistent with an origin within the fuel bed of a
smithing hearth.
Pit c199 was rectangular in plan, 1.1m by 0.44m by 0.1m deep .It had three fills c198
(with 830g of archaeometallurgical residue), c203 (with 415g of residue) and c208. The
residue from both c198 and c203 was mainly a rather unusual accreted mixture of slag
particles, fuel debris and hammerscale. Although described by the excavators as a hearth,
there was no evidence for burning of the subsoil and the residues more resemble deposits
from a smithy floor than deposits from within a hearth.
Pit c211 lay close to the end of pit c199, and was irregular, 0.65m by 0.50m by 0.22m
deep. The residues in its fill (c204) had a total weight of over 1.1kg and were in the form
of discrete lumps of slag (or other residue) rather than the large quantity of fines seen
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in the other pits in this group. One of blocks resembled a piece of furnace bottom (FB)
from a slagpit smelting furnace, but had a circular shape in plan – so may just have been
an unusually fluid SHC. Whatever the origin of the pit, the residue assemblage suggests
individual pieces of waste from elsewhere became deliberate or accidentally incorporated
into its fill. Besides the possible FB fragment, the other slag fragments from this pit are
largely of indeterminate origin and might potentially be smelting residues. The sherd of
tuyère and the hammerscale pieces adhering to some of the slag blocks, argue that the
material in the pit is either from smithing or is of mixed origin. There is a slight possibility, given the mixed nature of the assemblage and the size of the pit, that c211 might just
present the basal pit of an iron-smelting furnace of the slagpit type. The bases of such pits
do not always show burning (although they usually do).

Interpretation
The evidence suggests that pit c201 may have been a smithing hearth. The overall form
of this pit is very small for a smithing hearth (although for some purposes this might suffice), and it is likely that it comprises the truncated base of a slightly larger feature. The
adjacent pit c199 may either be a pit filled with waste from the smithy floor, or the floor
waste accumulated in it in situ, either because the pit was dug contemporarily with the
smithy or possibly because the pit represents wear in the smithy floor (shallow pits were
recorded below the smithy floor deposits at Ballykillaboy, Co. Kilkenny, and may have
represented hollows worn by use; Young 2010). Pit c211 has accumulated individual larger
pieces of residue, probably suggesting it did not form a long-lived open feature during the
use of the smithy. It is not certain whether these fragments are all from smithing, and at
least one piece might be from smelting (for which any other evidence is currently lacking
on this site). This pit has probably just accumulated occasional pieces of waste, but its size
is compatible with the basal pit of a slagpit smelting furnace and that possibility cannot
be discounted, even in the absence of indications of in-situ heating.
Despite identification of these pits as representing activity during the smithing of iron,
there are two types of evidence normally found on such sites that are missing: smithing
hearth cakes (SHCs) and hammerscale in any significant quantity. Two possible SHCs
were found – one possibly just concreted hammerscale and slag fragments, the other just
possibly a fragment of smelting slag. Hammerscale was found at Drumbaun, but only in
circumstances where it had become incorporated into concretionary material.
At Coolamurry, Co. Wexford (also of approximately 11th century date; Young 2006)
the residue assemblages were of two types: within-hearth assemblages seen in the sites
three smithing hearths and dumps adjacent to the hearths with the majority of the smithing hearth cakes. At Drumbaun the lack of preservation outside the cut features, due to
truncation, means that any equivalent dumps of SHCs might have long been removed
from the site. The lack of hammerscale at Drumbaun is likely to be due to the sampling;
it is not clear whether environmental samples from the contexts yielding metallurgical
residues were processed in such a way as to facilitate hammerscale retrieval.
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In summary, the evidence suggests that a limited quantity of iron smithing was undertaken at Drumbaun, most likely in the 11th-12th centuries. The closest comparison with
the site is probably to be found at Coolamurry, Co. Wexford, where smithing was undertaken at the same period; the preservation of the the smithing deposits at Coolamurry was
somewhat better than at Drumbaun and may have been on a slightly larger scale. Unlike
Coolamurry, the medieval activity at Drumbaun was demonstrated as a zone of various
pits extending NE of the smithy for at least 80m. Interpretation of the non-metallurgical
features on the site may help shed considerable light on other sites where, as at Coolamurry, apparently isolated medieval smithing features have been found. More locally,
iron working was undertaken, probably intermittently, at Moneygall, Co. Offaly (Young,
between the early medieval and possibly early post-medieval periods. At Moneygall, as
at Drumbaun, the dominant evidence for smithing was associated with inconclusive evidence for iron smelting.

Evaluation of potential
Although there are individual aspects of the assemblage that could be clarified with further analytical work (including determination of whether the possible smelting slag from
c204 was indeed from smelting or rather from smithing), any such further work is unlikely to change the broad interpretation of the material. It is also believed that further
analysis of the smithing materials would be unlikely to provide significant further understanding of the smithing undertaken at Drumbaun. Further investigation of the residues
is not, therefore, recommended at this stage.
The assemblage is not of high priority for retention.
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context sample notes
198
3

weight no
830
c80

200

1

134

12

200

1

1
26

2
3

200

71

226

bulk

203

2

259

39

156

1

170

bulk

208

8

42

1

104
394

9
1

136

1

203

76

204

4

slag
retent

description
large assemblage of dark material, comprising mainly
organics (including charcoal) and slag fragments (many of
smooth surface lobes), but also with significant flake hammerscale, rare spheroidal hammerscale and one sky-blue fuel
ash slag glass bleb. Larger slag fragments tend to be smooth
surfaced rather than the spiky material of other contexts
here, but both are present. The material also includes some
concretion around weathering iron and natural stone. The
uncemented sediment would probably have appeared very
charcoal-rich.
variably dense slags, mainly in tabular lobes with accreted
sand and gravel, including small sub-spherical slag pieces.
Probably hearth slags.
natural stone
blebby irregular contorted(?) slag fragments. Dense vesicular
slag, very dark with rough surfaces. Adhering material
includes both probable spheroidal hammerscale and flake
hammerscale.
about half of this sample is metallurgical - the remainder is
gravel. Residue is mainly small spiky slag particles, but with
smooth blebs, coffee bean spheroids, slag flats, rare flake
hammerscale, and small spheroids - but none perfect - so
appears to be a within-hearth smithing assemblage - but
that is not certain
small pieces of very unusual material. Includes blebby slags
- at one extreme with smooth maroon surface flow lobes, at
the other rough, speckled (through sand incorporated in the
slag?) irregular blebs. Many of the blebs have broken surfaces, between the blebs is much organic material - at least
some of which is charcoal fragments, but there was possibly
fresh straw/twigs too, also plenty of hammerscale and slag
flats. Appears to be a trodden floor, but the proportion of
slag material is unusually high.
small block resembling tiny two layered SHC 50x70x40mm, but top has hammerscale and lots of
charcoal and it might just be a fortuitously shaped piece of
the above floor material. Most likely an SHC though, but
would required fresh surface to confirm.
rather more weathered than other samples. The material
is mainly slightly flowed blebby slags, ranging from dense
iron slag to lining slag with gravelly clasts. Some pieces are
just concretions- and these bear charcoal and hammerscale.
Largest slag pieces are dimpled lumps of very coarse grained
slag - suggestive of within hearth smithing remains
indeterminate slag fragments bearing charcoal fragments.
All show very black surface accretionary film
piece of oxidised-fired vitrified ceramic, probably tuyère
sherd, 2 faces at 80 degrees, less vitrified one is planar - so
could this be a flat sided tuyère?
ferruginous concretion and natural stones
large slag block with dense upper sheet and pendulous
dense stalactitic prills with large charcoal between - looks
like upper section of a furnace bottom from smelting, but
it might be an unusual SHC - the upper block is certainly
sub-circular as seen.
dense thin slag sheet, 80x60x<15mm with irregular concretion wrapped around one end. Concretion difficult to
interpret but might just be sintered furnace fines.
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weight no
46
1

202

1

description
dense slag forming coating to end of cylindrical void, now
filled with ash and charcoal - object might have been a piece
of charcoal, a poker - or maybe just a void. 40mm length,
void circular cross-section 20mm diameter
dense irregular slag fragment with small charcoal inclusions, internally lobate, has a possible curved basal or lateral
contact. Has one piece of flake hammerscale in accretion on
surface.

Table 1: summary catalogue by context. Weights in gram.
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Appendix 8 Geophysical Report
Introduction to the Sites
Earthsound Archaeological Geophysics were commissioned by Eachtra Archaeological
Projects to execute a series of geophysical surveys over pre-selected sites located outside the
C.P.O. boundary of the new N7 Road Scheme. The survey areas were located adjacent to
sites containing archaeological remains that were excavated within the C.P.O. boundary
and extend beyond it.
The new N7 road development extends from the eastern edge of the present N7 Nenagh Bypass and ties into the M7 / M8 Portlaoise-Castletown Scheme. The new development terminates south of Borris-in-Ossory. The scheme in total covers a length of 35
km and the work undertaken for this report comprised of land adjacent to Contract 1
(Clashnevin to Castleroan), a 17.1 km section of the road located on the western half of
the overall development.
The bedrock geology along the scheme consists of a mixture of greywacke, siltstone,
sandstone and mudstone all of which are suitable for magnetic susceptibility and magnetic gradiometer geophysical surveys. However, the majority of archaeological features
were magnetically very weak, which reflects a poor contrast between the fill of cut materials and the parent geology. Magnetic susceptibility data were also generally very weak.
Permissions to undertake the geophysical surveys were obtained from the Department
of the Environment, Heritage and Local Government (License R179). The geophysical
survey was requested to assess the extent of the archaeological remains
located outside the C.P.O. boundary. All sites were assessed using magnetic gradiometer and magnetic susceptibility surveys with the exception of Drumbaun 2 where high
vegetation prevented the use of the magnetic susceptibility meter.

Drumbaun 2
Located within the townland of Drumbaun, the northwest corner of the site (Figure 1)
lies at Ordnance Survey of Ireland Irish National Grid (ING) Reference E204056 N181849,
adjacent to Chainage 12900-13050.
The survey area is located on the northern edge of the N7 C.P.O. boundary and is
bounded to the north by a field boundary and woodland. The site is located on the top of
a hill with good views over looking the surrounding landscape and at the time of survey
the land was covered in high pasture.
Fieldwork was conducted on the 5 June 2008. In the week preceding the geophysical
survey, the climatic conditions were dry and hot and this continued during fieldwork. The
weather is unlikely to have affected the surveys.
The archaeological excavation at Drumbaun 2 revealed a number of phases of activity.
Evidence of perhaps the earliest activity is provided by a number of cremation pits at the
northern end of the site. Two circular houses (probably Bronze Age in date) and associth
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ated pits were excavated at the southern end of the site. A number of additional features
were located north-west of these houses. A group of three pits containing iron slag were
also excavated north-west of the houses. Several ditches were located at the northeast end
of the site (Eachtra 2008b).

Aims & Objectives
The geophysical survey was requested to assess the extent of the archaeological remains
located outside the C.P.O. boundary. Specific objectives were to:
•• Assess the extent and location of the archaeological remains associated with those
uncovered in the excavation
•• Determine the presence or absence other associated archaeological features A methodology was developed to allow multiple techniques to systematically investigate
the site. Detailed magnetic gradiometer and magnetic susceptibility surveys were
carried out within the survey area. These techniques have been used in commercial
and research archaeological projects for many years and are considered the most
appropriate techniques for a detailed investigation of the underlying archaeology
(Clarke 1996, Scollar et al. 1990). Where possible, the use of multiple geophysical
techniques allows a greater confidence to be placed in the interpretation of detected
anomalies, which is especially useful on small sites such as this. Their combined
application can be used to determine the geometry, compositional material and the
extent of an archaeological target.

Methodology
The fieldwork was carried out by J. Bonsall, D. Jones and H. Gimson of Earthsound Archaeological Geophysics. A magnetic gradiometer survey was carried out using two Geoscan
Research FM256 fluxgate gradiometers. Two pairs of sensors were mounted on a CF6
carry frame.
A magnetic susceptibility survey was carried out using a Bartington MS2 Magnetic
Susceptibility meter and MS2D search loop interfaced with a Trimble Pro-XRS Differential GPS.
A rectangular grid was laid out using a Trimble Pro-XRS Differential Global Positioning System (see Technical Appendix 2), and divided in to 40 × 40 m sub-grids for the
gradiometer survey.

Magnetic Gradiometer Survey
The survey was undertaken along lines parallel to the sub-grid edges, walking approximately south to north, starting in the southwest corner of each grid. Subsequent lines
were surveyed in alternate directions (‘zigzag’).
Data were recorded using an FM256 at a spatial resolution of 1 m intervals between
traverses and 0.25 m intervals along those lines. The instrument was positioned facing
north, parallel to the Earth’s magnetic field, to allow increased geo-magnetic resolution.
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The instrument was set to a recording sensitivity of 0.1 nT. Prior to the beginning of
the survey and after the completion of every two sub-grids, the electronic and mechanical
setup of the instrument were examined and calibrated as necessary over a common reference point. The magnetic drift from zero was not logged.
Data were collected automatically using an internal sample trigger while the operator walked at a constant pace along the traverse. The data were stored in an internal
data logger and downloaded to a field computer using Geoscan Research Geoplot v.3.00a
software.
Data Processing

Preliminary Data Treatment
The data were pre-processed in Geoplot 3.00. Spurious high intensity anomalies, commonly statistical outliers, are referred to as geophysical ‘spikes’. In magnetic data, an ‘iron
spike’ is a response to a buried ferrous
object, often in the topsoil. Iron spikes are generally not removed in geophysical data;
although often modern in origin, they can be indicative of archaeological material. The
raw data contained some poorly matched sub-grids, caused by the internal drift of the
fluxgate gradiometer and the gradual misalignment of the fluxgate sensors between
calibration episodes. To compensate for this, a zero mean traverse (ZMT) function was
employed. The use of ZMT alters data to adjust the mean of each traverse to zero by increasing or decreasing data as necessary. This alters the statistical properties of the data
to give a uniformly bipolar background, centred around zero. Post-ZMT plots were compared with raw data to analyse the potential removal of geophysical anomalies along the
line of a traverse.
Further Processing
No further processing functions were applied due to the high quality of the data collection. A low pass Gaussian filter was applied, reducing the variability of the data whilst
improving the visibility of weak archaeological features. This also had a smoothing
effect on the data. A sine wave interpolation function was applied to provide a smooth,
aesthetically pleasing
image for presentation. For a given point x, the contribution of adjacent readings to
the interpolated point is given by the function sinc (x) = sin πx/πx (Scollar 1990). This
function is used as a sliding window along each transect, resulting in an interpolated image, expanding the resolution of the data from 1 m x 0.25 m to 0.5 m x 0.125 m. This function was chosen as giving a clearer interpolated image than linear interpolation (which
assumes a direct linear change between each point) or bicubic interpolation (taking the
surrounding sixteen values into account).
Graphical Display

Pre-processed data are displayed in XY traceplot format in Figures 2, 7, 10, 15, and 20. An
XY traceplot presents the data logged on each traverse as a single line with each succes-
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sive traverse incremented on the Y-axis to produce a stacked plot. The data have not been
clipped at –3 and +3 nT. The main advantage of this display option is that the full range
of data can be viewed, dependent on the clip, so that the ‘shape’ of individual anomalies
can be discerned and potential archaeological anomalies differentiated from iron ‘spikes’.
Processed data are shown in Greyscale format in Figures 3, 8, 11, 16 and 21. The
greyscale plot presents data as pixels on a linear grey shaded scale, increasing or decreasing
dependent on the values of the maximum and minimum clip. The magnetic gradiometer
data have been clipped at –2 (white) and +2 nT (black). Data values beyond the clip limits
are shown as ‘pure’ black or white. The main advantage of this display option is that the
data can be viewed as a base map.
An interpretation plot is presented in Figures 4, 9, 12, 17 and 22.

Magnetic Susceptibility Survey
A geophysical grid baseline was not established for the Magnetic Susceptibility survey; a
Differential Global Positioning System (DGPS) data logger, a Trimble TSC1, displayed a
graphical representation of the survey area, with traverses spaced every 5 m. The graphical representation was utilised by the geophysicists to navigate and collect data points at
predetermined intervals.
The topsoil volume magnetic susceptibility survey was undertaken along lines parallel
to the survey grids, walking approximately south to north. Subsequent lines were surveyed in alternate directions (‘zigzag’). Data were recorded at a spatial resolution of 5m
intervals between traverses and 5m intervals along those lines.
The MS2 was set to a recording sensitivity of 1 SI unit to obtain (infinite) volume
specific magnetic susceptibility (Volume MS or κ). When measured in SI units, the data
is expressed as 1 x 10-5 κ. The MS-DGPS recorded northing and easting within the Irish
National Grid to a minimum accuracy of ±1 m, and altitude to an accuracy of ±2 m.
Prior to surveying each survey station, the MS2 was calibrated according to the manufacturers guidelines, by ‘zeroing’ whilst holding the sensor approximately 3 m in the air.
The positive and negative data presented in this report are the κ value of the survey area
compared to the κ value of the air, being, theoretically, zero.
Data were collected and stored automatically in the TSC1 data logger by using a
push button trigger on the MS2. The geophysicists walked at a constant pace along each
traverse, pausing only briefly at each survey station to obtain a measurement of magnetic
susceptibility. The data were downloaded to a field computer using Trimble Pathfinder
Office 2.9 software.
Data Processing

Preliminary Data Treatment
The data were exported from Pathfinder Office 2.9 to Microsoft Excel. The Excel data
were gridded in xyz format as northing, easting and κ, using Golden Software Surfer
8.00.
Further Processing
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A natural neighbour interpolation function was applied to the data to provide a
smooth, aesthetically pleasing image for presentation. No further processing functions
were applied due to the high quality of the data collection.
Graphical Display
Contour plots can be shaded to emphasise particular regions between lines. Processed
data are shown in interpolated colourscale contour plot format in Figures 5, 13, 18 and 23.
The colourscale plot presents data as pixels on a linear colour shaded scale, increasing or
decreasing dependent on the values of the maximum and minimum clip. The geophysical
data have not been clipped. The main advantage of this display option is that the data can
be viewed as a base map. A disadvantage is that the interpolation process can exaggerate
isolated high or low data (this is noticeable over areas where no data has been collected,
e.g. in the space occupied by a field boundary); to compensate for this, each survey
station has been marked by a small black dot, creating a point cloud, to an accuracy of
±1 m, so that exaggeration between points can be visualised. An interpretation plot of the
magnetic susceptibility data is presented in Figures 6, 14, 19 and 24.

Reporting, Mapping & Archiving
The geophysical survey and report follow the recommendations outlined in the English
Heritage Guidelines (David et al. 2008) and IFA Paper No. 6 (Gaffney et al. 2002) as a
minimum standard. The conditions of the Detection Licence issued by the Licensing
Section of the Department of the Environment, Heritage and Local Government require
a copy of this report.
Geophysical data, figures and text are archived following the recommendations of the
Archaeology Data Service (Schmidt 2001).
Field boundaries were mapped and drawn based upon data gathered by the DGPS.
Technical information on the equipment used, data processing and methodology are
given in Appendix 1. Appendix 2 details the survey geo-referencing information and Appendix 3 describes the composition and location of the archive.

Results & Discussion
The interpretation figures should not be looked at in isolation but in conjunction with
the relevant discussion section and with the information contained in the Appendices.
Features are numbered in the relevant figures listed below [G1=gradiometer anomalies,
M1=magnetic susceptibility anomalies] and are described and interpreted within the text.
In magnetic gradiometer data, a dipolar anomaly or ‘iron spike’ is a response to buried
ferrous objects, often in the topsoil. Iron spikes generally are not removed in geophysical
data, although often modern in origin, they can be indicative of archaeological material.

Magnetic Gradiometer Survey
Figure 7 – Pre-processed Magnetic Gradiometer Data Figure 8 – Magnetic Gradiometer Data Figure 9 – Magnetic Gradiometer Interpretation The Offaly-Tipperary County
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Boundary passes through the geophysical survey area, which is parallel to a ditch revealed
in the excavation area. Whilst no discrete ditch type anomalies can be seen in the vicinity
of the County Boundary, there is a linear trend of noisy data aligned along the boundary zone. This noisy data could suggest an old boundary feature – a post fence, a weakly
magnetic ditch fill, a hedgerow or wall, which may have been destroyed subsequently.
Anomaly [G15] is a curving ditch which runs from the excavation, across the survey
area and continues beyond the field boundary. Measuring 64 m in length, this anomaly
represents an enclosing ditch which may be associated with a possible medieval arcing
boundary revealed during the excavation and also appears to enclose anomalies G16 and
G17.
Anomaly [G16] represents two possible pits which are spaced 22m apart, enclosed by
anomaly G15. Anomaly [G17] is a small section of ditch which was detected running
parallel to G15 and extending into the survey area.
Anomaly [G18] is a set of parallel double ditches which run in a southeast-northwest
direction from the northern edge of the survey area. Measuring 33 m in length and with a
separation of 3.6 m, these anomalies are aligned parallel to a ditch revealed in the excavation and could represent a continuation of it.
A magnetic Susceptibility survey could not be undertaken on this site due to the
height of the vegetation on the land at the time of survey.

Conclusion
Achievement of Objectives
The geophysical surveys have assessed land adjacent to archaeologically significant sites
which were identified within the C.P.O boundary of the new road. The magnetic gradiometer surveys have identified and mapped possible archaeological remains within these
areas which will help to enhance the interpretation of the sites’ extent and composition.
The magnetic susceptibility survey across the sites was useful in that it reinforced certain
trends identified in the magnetic gradiometer data.

Summary of Results
Three possible ditches were detected across the survey area. These appear to represent a
continuation of the possible medieval boundary identified on the northern edge of the
excavation. A continuation of a possible prehistoric boundary was also identified. Two
possible pits were also identified within the confines of the medieval boundary suggesting
that further archaeological activity continues beyond the N7 road boundary

Dissemination
The results of this survey were submitted to Eachtra Archaeological Projects. Earthsound
will ensure that copies will be forwarded to the Department of the Environment, Herit-
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age and Local Government and the National Museum of Ireland in compliance with the
Licence agreement.
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